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Abstract 
Simulation is an important tool to enhance efficiency in optimizing mechanism 
design. A quality simulation capable of accurately revealing complex physical 
phenomena serves to enable design engineers in understanding the different aspects 
of kinematics and dynamics, parametric dependence, tolerance analysis, etc., 
without the need to construct the actual full scale model beforehand. Generally, a 
mechanism is composed of more than two bodies. Complex dynamical phenomena 
may arise in their multiple interactions depending on the frictional conditions during 
impact. Classical Newton's Laws are inadequate to tackle these multiple contacts 
problems. In this regard, some theories of multibody dynamics have been 
formulated to model these complex phenomena. Simulations based on such theories 
were shown to be successfully applicable in many cases of complex mechanisms. 
They provided adequate performance in the length of simulation time and the quality 
of the attained solutions. 
The main objective of this thesis is to apply multibody dynamics to the simulation of 
a specific type of complex mechanism, namely the Swiss lever escapement in 
mechanical watches. We adopted the approach by P. Pfeiffer and Ch. Glocker in our 
work. A collision detection algorithm was specifically developed to facilitate the 
computations. Basic graphical output and movie visualization of the results were 
included in the simulation package for motion analyses, dynamics and kinematics 
studies. The revised numerical treatments helped to improve the quality of solutions. 
A simple example was conducted for verification before actual application to the 
escapement problem. Our technique developed, however, can be applied to a broad 
scope of complex mechanism simulation. This thesis is part of a research project 
supported by the Innovation and Technology Fund of the Government of Hong 
i 
Kong SAR to develop technologies for making core movement of mechanical 
watches. 
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In design optimization of complex mechanisms, a reliable simulation tool is very 
important in kinematics and dynamics studies. By simulating the effects of external 
environment and inherent factors such as material，geometric design and input 
parameters, the developing time and cost can be greatly saved if the simulation 
reveals physical phenomena accurately and efficiently. 
Complex mechanisms are nonlinear systems and mostly composed of more than two 
bodies with multiple degrees of freedom. In these systems, situations of multiple 
contacts with friction often occur accompanied with complex physical phenomena. 
Classical Newton's Laws of Mechanics are inadequate to handle these multiple 
contacts problems. Finite Element Analysis is accurate but the long simulation time 
and instability of solution impede practical applications. Formulations in theories of 
multibody dynamics are capable to model these complex multiple contacts 
phenomena. Some approaches modelled these complex phenomena into specific 
mathematical programming problems [1], [2]. The programming problem is linear 
for two dimensional contact problems. The formulated linear programming problem 
possesses special characteristics [3] and is solvable at least for fnctionless case or if 
friction is moderate. The computation time is also saved because of the rigid body 
assumption. Simulations based on such theories of multibody dynamics were 




The objective of this thesis is to apply multibody dynamics to the simulation of a 
specific complex mechanism, namely the Swiss lever escapement in mechanical 
watches. We expect the developed simulation tool can be applied to other complex 
mechanisms. In what follows, some fundament knowledge of multibody dynamics is 
briefly presented, which are some important aspects in choosing a suitable 
multibody dynamics theory for simulation of escapement mechanisms. They are also 
fundamental for better understanding of the formulations in Chapter 2. 
1.2 Fundamental knowledge of multibody dynamics 
In this section, some preliminary knowledge of multibody dynamics is briefly 
introduced. Five aspects about types of contact, slip and stick phenomena, 
coefficients of restitution, ways of formulating multiple contacts and integration 
procedure during simulation are specifically pointed out. Finally, some examples of 
complex mechanism simulation based on multibody dynamics are mentioned 
A. Types of contact 
Depending on the relative velocity and acceleration in the normal and tangential 
direction, the motion of two bodies at a single contact point can be classified into 
sliding, impact and detachment three types of contact. Sliding contact has only 
tangential relative motion at the contact point, with zero normal relative velocity and 
acceleration. Impact contact has nonzero relative normal velocity but with no 
constraint in the tangential direction. Detachment occurs if there is nonzero force at 
the end of sliding or impact. 
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B. Slip and stick phenomena 
The motion in the tangential direction is influenced by friction between contacts, 
which leads to slip and stick phenomena. These tangential contact phenomena can 
be classified into slip-to-stick transition, stick-to-slip transition, continuous sliding, 
continuous sticking and slip reversal five different phenomena. A quality theory of 
multibody dynamics is able to reveal these complex phenomena accurately. These 
phenomena are elaborated in Chapter 2. 
C. Coefficients of restitution 
In definition, the coefficient of restitution relates the energy released in restitution 
and the energy stored in compression during an impact. There are three different 
definitions of the coefficient of restitution in the literature. They are the Newton's 
coefficient of restitution, the Poisson's coefficient of restitution and the energetic 
coefficient of restitution. They have different effects on the accuracy of impact 
modelling. Details of the three definitions of coefficient of restitution and the 
comparison between them are described in Chapter 2. 
D. Ways of formulating multiple contacts 
Various approaches on multibody simulation were proposed in the past to model 
multiple contacts. Stronge classified the existing formulations into two main 
categories [5], [6]. Formulations are either based on handling multiple contacts 
sequentially (e.g. [7]) or simultaneously (e.g. [8], [9]). Concerning whether which 
one of the two approaches is more accurate, it depends on the design and structure of 
mechanism [7]，[10]. The sequential approach may be inaccurate since multiple 
contacts may affect each other at the same time. The simultaneous approach may not 
be applicable to mechanism with long elements or numerous joints. 
3 
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E. Integration procedure 
In the aspect of integration procedure, discontinuity of velocities is the main 
problem to be tackled. The event driven approach, smoothing technique, sweeping 
process invented by J.J. Moreau [11], [12] are some common integration procedures 
to handle the discontinuity. Simulation scheme similar to J.J. Moreau's sweeping 
process can also be found in [13], [14] and [15]. We focus on the issues of solution 
accuracy and stability when considering which integration procedure is suitable to 
our application. 
F. Application examples 
As mentioned above, the way of formulating multiple contacts, the definition of 
coefficients of restitution and the integration procedures are crucial to the accuracy 
of simulation. Here we mention some successful simulation examples to end this 
section. A multibody dynamics and kinematics analysis tool HIPAIR based on 
sequential approach was developed [16]. It can be applied to numerous mechanisms 
for design optimization. F. Pfeiffer and Ch. Glocker，s approach modell multiple 
contacts simultaneously and showed quality simulations of a variety of complex 
mechanisms such as wooden toys, drilling machine, gear dynamics and assembly 
process [2]. Other simulation examples based on multibody dynamics can be found 
in [7], [9]. 
4 
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1.3 Escapement mechanisms 
This section presents the background about escapement mechanisms in mechanical 
watch movement. Some factors affecting the time keeping accuracy and stability of 
escapement mechanisms are introduced. Simulations and analyses of escapement 
mechanisms previously done in the literature are mentioned in the last part of this 
section. 
Escapement mechanism had been invented for several hundred years. It has been 
using in mechanical clocks and watches as regulator to control the time keeping 
frequency. The earliest escapement in mechanical clock was known as the 
verge-and-foliot escapement depicted in Figure 1.1. In the later time, Hooke 
invented the first anchor escapement around 1657 [17], Anchor escapement has 
several advantages over the verge-and-foliot escapement. Other well-known 
escapement mechanisms were invented based on the design of anchor escapement, 
such as the Graham escapement, the Brocot escapement, the Pin Wheel escapement, 
the Grasshopper escapement, the Swiss lever escapement, etc.. In this thesis, we 
focus on the most common anchor escapement in mechanical watch, the Swiss lever 
escapement. The design and structure of the Swiss lever escapement are depicted in 
Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3. 
\k 
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Escape lever \ \ / 
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Figure 1.2 Swiss lever escapement (Isometric view) 
Z Hairspring 
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^ Balance Staff 
Escape Wheel 丨叩口丨滋 
Pallet - Escape Lever 
Softer Roller 
Figure 1.3 Swiss lever escapement (exploded view) 
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1.3.1 Time keeping accuracy and stability factors 
The time keeping frequency of a watch or clock can be estimated by the equation 
叫 7 
or the period (1.1) 
T = 2;rM 
u 
where k is the spring constant of hairspring, and J is the moment of inertia of 
balance wheel about its rotation axis. 
Materials properties, stiffness of hairspring, friction and manufacturing error are 
some internal factors affecting the time keeping frequency and the stability of an 
escapement. The external factors include gravity, humidity, temperature, magnetic 
field, external impact, etc. [19]. All the factors are interrelated. For example, in 
equation (1.1), the value of J depends on the mass and the dimension of balance 
wheel. The dimension of balance wheel is subjected to thermal condition. On the 
other hand, the geometric design is significant to the performance. Escapement 
should be designed and manufactured in high precision. A very small error in 
dimension may cause failure of the escapement. Even there is only one failure out of 
a thousand cycles, the error is up to hours per day [20]. Our objective is to account 
for the effects on the time keeping accuracy and stability of escapement mechanisms, 
by using multibody dynamics based simulation. As it is impossible to mention all the 
factors, the design and material effects are selected to be described in the following. 
A. The design factor 
M. V. Headrick discussed the influences of small variation of escapement design in 
[21]. The design improvement in George Daniel's coaxial escapement was indicated 




working. Figure 1.4 shows the contact during impulse between escape wheel and the 
pallet of coaxial escapement and lever escapement. The sliding friction in that 
coaxial design is smaller than the Swiss lever escapement design because of shorter 
sliding distance. Another example of coaxial escapement can be found in [23]. 
" H I ^ H f l H H I m i p r • im—iMiuM—agP 
im • 
Figure 1.4 Impulse mechanism of Daniel's coaxial escapement (left) and Swiss 
lever escapement (right) 翁書 
- 1 ^ 
Figure 1.5 Working principle of tourbillon (from [24]) 
The center of gravity of the whole balance part (includes balance wheel, rollers, 
hairspring, balance stafif) is hard to be exactly at the rotation axis. The unbalance of 
mass leads to asymmetric behaviour of rotation, and eventually affecting the time 
keeping frequency. In tourbillon mechanism, the whole escapement (the escape 
wheel, escape lever, the balance wheel and the hairspring) is mounted in a carriage 
8 
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made of lightweight material. The carriage rotates to average the error of unbalance 
center of gravity. As depicted in Figure 1.5，the carriage rotates in the tourbillon 
mechanism in two dimensional manner to average the error. An advanced tourbillon 
design which rotates in three dimensional manner was found in [25]. 
B. The material factors 
In order to achieve high stability and accuracy, people has been working on reducing 
the effects from the internal and external factors mentioned before. For example, the 
dimensions of balance wheel may be changed by temperature, resulting in error of 
time keeping frequency by the change of the moment of inertia. Moreover, external 
magnetic field influences the stability. Therefore, small thermal deformation, 
non-magnetic, extremely hard and stable properties are some ideal properties of 
material [26]. The Glucydur Balance is the standard of balance wheel because of its 
extremely hard and stable, non-magnetic, low thermal expansion properties [27]. 
Another example is the Patek Philippe Spiromax hairspring [28]. Spiromax is made 
of non-magnetic silicon and with little thermal effect. Lateral pressure occurs in 
conventional hairspring due to the non-uniform movement during expansion and 
compression. Spiromax's uniform winding ability reduces such effect so as to 
achieve high isochronism. 
1.3.2 Estimations of moment of inertia 
The time keeping frequency can be estimated by the moment of inertia of balance 
part and the moment of inertia of hairspring as mentioned in the previous section. 
This section demonstrates how to estimate the moment inertia of balance part and 
9 
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spring constant, which are used in the simulations in Chapter 4. The formulations of 
moment of inertia of the balance part and spring constant are shown first. Then it is 
shown how to obtain the values of moment of inertia of balance part and spring 
constant of hairspring used in the simulations. 
A. Moment of inertia of balance wheel 
\ \ .^ onnect；： ig 卜 y / 
external ring 
Figure 1.6 Balance wheel 
Refer to the above figure, moment of inertia of balance wheel 
« moment of inertia of external ring + the moment of inertia of internal ring + 3 X 
moment of inertia of connecting bar 
= + + - r . X ^ ) ^ ) (1.2) 
where p^ is the mass density of the balance wheel 
r^ o^ is the hollow radius of the balance wheel 
h^ is the thickness of the balance wheel 
w办 is the width of the connecting bar 
10 
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B. Moment of inertia of impulse roller 
Figure 1.7 Impulse roller 
Moment of inertia of impulse roller 
« moment of inertia of a hollow circular disc 
= 去 P/m 油 / “ C — ; � 4 ) (1.3) 
where p加 is the mass density of the impulse roller 
is the radius of the impulse roller 
r)mQ is the inner radius of impulse roller 
h湘 is the thickness of the impulse roller 
C. Moment of inertia of safety roller 




Moment of inertia of safety roller « moment of inertia of a hollow circular disc 
= ^ P s c ^ e 油 ( 1 . 4 ) 
where is the mass density of the safety roller 
is the radius of the safety roller 
is the inner radius of the safety roller 
is the thickness of the safety roller 
D. Moment of inertia of balance staff 
LB 
Figure 1.9 Balance staff 
moment of inertia of balance staff » moment of inertia of a hollow cylinder 
= | p » , 4 - � 4 ) (1.5) 
where p^ is the mass density of the balance staff 
r^  is the radius of the balance staff 
r^ Q is the hollow radius of the balance staff 
hs is the height of the balance staff 
12 
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Using steel as the material of all the elements of balance part, with the following 
geometric design parameters: 
Table 1.1 Material properties 
Balance wheel Impulse roller Safety roller Balance staff 
=厂- =Psa, = Ps = 
7854.7e-9kgmm-3 7854.7e-9kgmm-^ , 7854.7e-9kgmm-^ 
7854.7e-9kgmm 
= 0.7mm "加=0.2mm = 0.25mm 
Kafe = 0.2mm 
= 5.75mm = 1mm r” = 0.1mm 
= 5.25mm = 0.25 mm 。拆=0.45mm “ � = 2 m m 
厂 1 = lmm r _ = 0 . 2 5 m m 
r„,o = 0.25 mm 
w 办=0.8mm 
We obtain the moment of inertia of balance part 
=moment of inertia of (balance wheel + impulse roller + safety roller + balance 
staff) 
=去 P � 滅 - O + l 吼 A A , -r� , ,�4) + 3x(|p�,A,,W“r2 (1.6) 
+ ^PimAmirJ - f i J ) + ^safi丸fMaf: - r _ � + 去 P.一 _ C ) 
=0.002975 kgmm^ « 0.003kgmm^ 
1 3 
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E. Estimation of spring constant of hairspring 
h 
Figure 1.10 Hairspring 
The rotational stiffness of hairspring can be estimated by: 
(1.7) 
12丄， 
where E is the Young modulus of hairspring 
b is the width of hairspring 
h is the thickness of hairspring 
Lg working length of hairspring 
For simplicity, using steel as the material of all the elements of balance part, and 
using the following geometric design parameters: 
E = 206480Nmm; 
b = 0.2mm; 
h = 0.03mm; 
Lg = 72mm; 
spring constant of hairspring 
‘ ,Ebh' (206480)(0.2)(0.03)3 ，^。八；i 八 , , 
k = = - — = 1.2905x10 Nmm/rad 
12Lg 12(72) 
14 
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1.3.3 Other simulations and analyses 
There were many studies about different escapement mechanisms in the literature. 
The dynamics of the verge and foliot escapement was studied in [29]. Roup, 
Bernstein, et al. simulated and analyzed the verge and foliot escapement using 
impulsive differential equation and Poincare Maps in [18] and [30]. In another 
approach, a describing function analysis tool was developed to study the motion of a 
pendulum clock [31]. In the later time, the dynamics of Swiss lever escapement was 
studied using impulsive differential equation in [32]. The above mentioned 
analytical approaches of control system have a common deficiency. Approximations 
on the geometric design or on the physics of the escapement have to be made in the 
escapement modeling. 
1.4 Thesis outlines 
Chapter 1 is the introduction of this thesis. The objective of this thesis about the 
application of multibody dynamics is presented. Fundamental knowledge of 
multibody dynamics is reviewed, which are the aspects should be considered when 
choosing suitable mulitbody dynamics theory for our application. Afterward, an 
introduction of escapement mechanisms is given. Factors about the time keeping 
accuracy and stability of escapement mechanisms are also discussed. Other 
simulations and analyses of escapement mechanisms are then mentioned. 
Chapter 2 gives an insight of multibody dynamics. The aspects of 1) unilateral 
corner law of impact, 2) the Coulomb's friction, 3) slip, stick and slip reversal 
phenomena, 4) the coefficients of restitution, 5) ways of formulating multiple 




theories in the literature, the P. Pfeiffer and Ch. docker 's approach are selected to 
be adopted in our case. The reasons of this choice are given in section 2.7. 
Subsequently, the multibody dynamics theory by P. Pfeiffer and Ch. docker's are 
summarized, where the kinematics calculations and dynamics equations of motion 
for bodies are presented. The formulations of Linear Complementarity Problem 
(LCP) in three types of contact are specifically elaborated. The issues on solving 
LCP are briefly mentioned at the end of the chapter. 
Chapter 3 presents the development of our simulation tool. First of all, the 
implementation of kinematics calculation is elaborated. The geometric definitions, 
implementation of the collision detection functions and the kinematics calculation 
procedures are explained. The issue of obtaining the solutions and the revised 
numerical treatment for LCP solving are then mentioned. Afterward, the integration 
procedures of our simulation tool are summarized in flow chats. Finally, a 
verification example is demonstrated. 
Chapter 4 includes the application of the simulation on a Swiss lever escapement 
mechanism. The working principle of the escapement mechanism is explained. 
Simulation results of the Swiss lever escapement are displayed. A simulation of 
Daniel coaxial escapement and simulations of the same Swiss lever escapement with 
different simulation parameters are shown to illustrate the design and material factor 
of the time keeping accuracy and stability, and to further verify our simulation tool. 
Chapter 5 concludes the whole thesis and proposes some possible future 




1.5 Chapter summary 
Materials, external environment, design and initial input conditions are some factors 
affecting the performance of mechanisms. In mechanism design optimization, 
simulation plays an important role. Measurements such as kinematics and dynamics 
studies, parametric dependence and tolerance analysis can be carried out before 
construction of prototypes. The production cost and time are consequently saved. 
Multibody dynamics are capable to handle multiple contact problems with friction 
with adequate performance. Also, the applicability of multibody dynamics to 
simulation of complex mechanisms was proved by numerous successful examples in 
the literature. The objective of this thesis is to apply multibody dynamics to the 
simulation of Swiss lever escapement in mechanical watches. We expect the 
simulation tool developed can be applied to other complex mechanism. This chapter 
gives a brief overview on the fundamental knowledge of multibody dynamics. Five 
aspects about types of contact, slip and stick phenomena, coefficients of restitution, 
ways of formulating multiple contacts and integration procedure during simulation 
are highlighted, which are the issues of choosing a suitable multibody dynamics 
theory. In the literature, multiple contacts problems were either formulated in 
simultaneous approach or in sequential approach. The way of modelling multiple 
contacts affects the simulation accuracy. As regards which approach is more 
applicable, it depends on the mechanism to be simulated. Some existing integration 
procedures are also mentioned. The integration procedure contributes significantly 
in the accuracy and stability of solution. Finally, escapement mechanisms are 
introduced. The time keeping accuracy and stability factors are introduced, where 
the design and material factors are specifically elaborated. Some examples in 
previous studies on the dynamics of the escapement mechanism are also mentioned. 
17 
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Chapter 2 
Multibody Dynamics 
In this chapter, multibody dynamics knowledge introduced in Chapter 1 is presented 
in details. After deliberation, the P. Pfeiffer and Ch. docker 's approach was chosen 
to be the basis in our simulation. The reasons of adoption are given in section 2.7. 
For better understanding of the their theory, the kinematics and dynamics 
formulations are summarized. In their approach, the multiple contacts problems are 
formulated into Linear Complementarity Problem (LCP). The derivations of such 
LCP formulations of multiple contacts are elaborated. Finally, the issues on solving 
LCP are briefly mentioned at the end of this chapter. Here we start our discussion by 
introducing the complementarity impact characteristic in the following section. 
2.1 The unilateral corner law of impact 
A contact is constrained unilaterally in modelling to avoid penetration in simulations. 
After an impact, the relative displacement, velocity and acceleration at a contact 
point are all equal or larger than zero (negative sign corresponds to penetration). If 
there is any physical connection at a contact point, the constraint is no longer 
unilateral, but is a bilateral constraint. For example, the relative velocities at the 
contact point at a pin joint are all zero, either at the start or at the end of the impact. 
The complementarity characteristic of the unilateral corner law is depicted in Figure 
2.1 in the next page. Contact occurs if the relative displacement is zero. If the 
relative velocity (acceleration) is large or equal to zero, the bodies are separating and 




velocity (acceleration) is exactly zero to avoid penetration. In this thesis, the 
approaching and detaching motions in normal direction are signed by negative and 
positive respectively. 




Figure 2.1 Impact corner law 
2.2 The Coulomb's friction 
The friction provided by the rough surfaces at the contact point can be modelled by 
the Coulomb's friction law: 
/ = - / i jN sgn( V) for V 0 
(2.1) 
f\ < n^N for V = 0 
For dynamic case (v 0), the (sliding/dry) friction f is proportional to the normal 
reaction force N with direction opposite to the direction of the velocity v. For 
static case (v = 0), the friction is undeterminable but bounded by the normal 
reaction. The symbols jUj and are the coefficient of dynamic friction and the 
coefficient of static friction respectively. The dynamic friction is usually a little bit 
smaller than the static friction. In this thesis, for simplicity, it is assumed that the 
dynamic friction is equal to the static friction, i.e. = = / / . 
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2.3 Slip, stick, and slip reversal phenomena 
The presence of friction leads to five slip and stick phenomena in the tangential 
direction as mentioned in 1.2 B in Chapter 1. According to the Coulomb's friction 
law in (2.1)，slip-to-stick transition occurs if the magnitude of friction f drops 
from \/jN\ at the start of contact to smaller than during the whole contact, 
while stick-to-slip transition occurs if the magnitude of friction f is smaller than 
IjN\ and becomes larger enough such that equal to during the whole contact. 
Continuous sliding occurs if the magnitude of f is always equal to while 
continuous sticking occurs if the magnitude of f is always smaller than \/jN\ . The 
slip reversal may be found in collisions of highly elastic body such as superball. The 
direction of tangential relative velocity is reversed by the tangential contact reaction 
force. More details of the impact phenomena can be found in [2], [5] and [6]. 
2.4 The coefficients of restitution 
An impact can be divided into two phases, the compression phase and the restitution 
(expansion) phase. At the start of compression, the negative normal relative velocity 
is increased by the contact reaction force. Local deformation occurs around a small 
volume of the contact point. During the deformation, internal energy is stored as 
elastic strain energy. The normal relative eventually vanishes at the end of 
compression. At the start of restitution, the released stored internal energy increases 
the normal relative velocity until the contact lost at the end of restitution. The 
coefficient of restitution relates the energy absorbed in the compression phase and 
2 0 
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the energy in the restitution phase. The following are the three definitions among the 
literature: 
A. Newton's coefficient of restitution 
It relates the ratio of the relative velocity before ( v j and after collision (v,): 
^ = -V//Vo (2.2) 
B. Poisson's coefficient of restitution 
It relates the normal impulse for restitution and compression. 
e = (Pf-PcV Pc (2.3) 
where p^ is the impulse at the end of the restitution, p � i s the impulse at the end 
of the compression. 
C. The energetic coefficient of restitution 
It was defined by Stronge [5], [6]. Its square equals to the negative of the ratio of the 
elastic strain energy released during restitution to the internal energy of deformation 
absorbed during compression. 
= { W „ { P f ) - W M ) I W „ { p ^ (2.4) 
where W” (•) is the work done by the normal impulsive contact force. 
Comparing the three definitions, Wang and Mason found that the Newton's 
definition does not guarantee energy conservation principles, while Poisson's 
definition does [4]. The Newton's definition also cannot influence impacts in 
tangential direction. Comparisons between the three definitions were done in [7]. It 
was found that energetic definition is the best to account for the energy loss. 
Moreover, the Poisson's definition gives the most consistent result. 
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2.5 Ways of formulating multiple contacts 
For bodies with multiple contacts, the energy from an impact point disperses through 
the whole body to the other contact points as a form of wave propagation [5], [6], 
[33]. The simultaneous approach assumes that all the contact points receive the 
external energy simultaneously just after impact, while the sequential approach 
counts in the time used during the energy propagation. The energy from an impact 
spreads through the whole body after some time. If the wave speed increases as the 
distances from the contact point, simultaneous approach is believed to be more 
accurate. If the wave speed decreases as the distances from the contact point, 
sequential approach is supposed to be more credible. For mechanism with long 
elements or multiple joints, the simultaneous approach may not be accurate [7]. 
2.6 Integration procedure 
Several integration procedures for handling velocity discontinuity are mentioned in 
section 1.2 E in Chapter 1. In event driven approach, equations of motion are solved 
according to the instant configuration of the mechanism. Furthermore, multiple 
contacts are usually formulated in complementarity form, which facilitates the 
implementation. Smoothing the discontinuity is another kind of simulation scheme. 
In smoothing process, contacts are approximated with some repulsion laws and 
viscosity laws, acting a kind of non-penetration and frictional constraints. In the 
well-known sweeping process invented by JJ. Moreau [11], [12], multiple contacts 
are modelled by smooth differential inclusions by convex analysis technique. 
Solutions do not need to be solved at acceleration level. Algorithms similar to the 
sweeping process can also be found in [13], [14] and [15]. 
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2.7 The P. Pfeiffer and Ch. docker's approach 
In the P. Pfeiffer and Ch. docker's approach, multiple contacts are handled 
simultaneously. Unilateral contact laws are utilized in formulations to avoid 
penetration in simulation. The compression and restitution phases of a contact are 
related by the modified Poisson's hypothesis which does not violate the conservation 
of energy [4] and capable to reveal the slip-stick transitions and slip reversal such 
complex phenomena. Moreover, the LCP formulations are solvable if the friction is 
not very high. The properties LCP are presented in section 2.8. The simultaneous 
approach is suitable for small mechanisms such as the escapement mechanism in 
mechanical watches. In the aspect of software development, ‘ the systematic 
equations and the event driven integration procedure facilitate the implementation. 
Deliberating on the above facts, it can be concluded that the P. Pfeiffer and Ch. 
docker 's approach is suitable for our escapement simulations. Besides, their 
successful examples on different mechanism are the supporting evidence to the 
applicability. In the following sections, the kinematics and dynamics formulations in 
their approach will be summarized, where the derivation of the equations, especially 
the LCP formulation, are elaborated. Details of their approach can be found in their 
literature [2], [8], [35], [36], [37] and [38]. 
2.7.1 Kinematics calculation 
In this section, the kinematics relationships of two contacting body are formulated, 
which include the relative displacement, velocity and acceleration expressions, and 
the definitions of normal and tangent vectors at contact point. 
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body 2 body 1 
Figure 2.2 General configuration of two rigid bodies 
Consider the general configuration of two rigid bodies in Figure 2.2. A pair of 
contact points PI and P2 are defined as the points with minimum distance between 
the two bodies such that 
the normal (tangent) vectors at PI and P2 are parallel, the and the normal (tangent) 
vector at PI is perpendicular to the tangent (normal) vector at P2 : 
«! = -«2 and t^  = - t j (2.5) 
«1 "2 = 0， "2 = 0 (2.6) 
where «,, n: and t j denote the normal and tangent vectors at PI and P2 
respectively. 
The relative displacement of the two bodies is defined by the vector point from PI to 
P2: 
g = F[P2 = OP2-OP\ (2.7) 
Since separation is denoted as positive and the normal vectors always point inward, 
the relative displacement in normal direction and tangential direction are: 
gN=-8 \ (2.8) 
g T = - 8 ' t x (2.9) 
where 0P\ and 0P2 are the position vectors of the point PI and P2 with respect 
to a fixed global coordinate. 
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The relative velocity g is defined by 
S = (2.10) 
where Vp^  and Vp^  are the absolute velocities of PI and P2 with respect to a 
fixed global coordinate respectively. 
The acceleration g is defined by 
S = (2.11) 
where a^j and Up^  are the absolute acceleration of PI and P2 with respect to a 
fixed global coordinate respectively. 
Using the relation (2.5), the relative velocity and acceleration in normal and 
tangential direction are: 
SN = (Vp2-yp^) = n\vp, + (2.13) 
Sr =《&P2 - V尸丨；=tfv.i + tlv,, (2.12) 
gN = n U a p 2 - a p , ) = /ifflp, + nlup^ (2.14) 
St )i) = ,r«/)i + , 2 � 2 (2.15) 
Using Jacobian transformation, the absolute velocities v^,, Vp^  and accelerations 
flpi, are: 
Vpi=JpA + h l , Vp2 =Jp2^ + Jp2 (2.17) 
ap ,=Jp iq + Jp„ apj=Jp2'q-^jp2 (2.16) 
Substituting equations (2.17) and (2.16) into equations (2.13) - (2.15), 
The relative velocity and acceleration in term of generalized coordinates q , q , 
q are: 
= + (2.18) 
+ (2.19) 
= + (2.20) 







i^V = ypVi + Jlih (2.25) 
Wn = Jpifti + (2.26) 
^T=TpA+Tp2t2 (2.27) 
2.7.2 Configuration index 
The configuration index in (2.28) is obtained after evaluation of all the relative 
displacements in the normal direction and all the relative velocities both the normal 
and tangential directions. It indicates the current contact configuration of the system. 
According to the configuration index, one of the three sets of equations of motion 
describing: 1) the dynamics of a multibody system without contact (section 2.7.3), 2) 
detachment and slip-stick transition (section 2.7.4) and 3) impact are selected to be 
solved (section 2.7.5). 
Ig ={1，2，."’《g} 
i d ' e / G =0} 
( , (2.28) 
N^ = V e Is I gNi =0}， i.e. sliding 
/ " = {/ G In I gjv = O}, i.e. sticking 
where 
rifj is the total number of possible contact 
n^ is the total number of contact 
� i s total number of sliding and sticking contact 
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is normal relative displacement of contact i 
会jy, is normal relative velocity displacement of contact i 
g^ ,. is tangential relative velocity displacement of contact i 
2.7.3 Motion without contact 
The equations of motion without contact are selected to be solved if there is no 
contact between all bodies, (i.e. is an empty set) 
The equations of motion without contact can be derived by Lagrange's approach. 
Mq-hiq,q,t) = 0 (2.29) 
where M is the mass matrix of the equation of motion, 
q and q represents the generalized coordinates and velocities of the mechanism, 
f is the degree of freedom of the mechanism. 
2.7.4 Motion for detachment and slip-stick transition and 
LCP formulation 
This section is divided into four parts. First of all, the equations of motion for the 
detachment and slip-stick transition are given in part A. The contact laws in the 
normal and tangential direction are then presented in the part B and the part C. 
Finally, the formulation of LCP is described in part D, using the equations of motion 
and the contact laws in the normal and tangential direction. 
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A. Equations of motion 
body 2 body 1 
Figure 2.3 General configuration of two bodies and its contact forces 
The equations of motion for detachment and slip-stick transition describe the 
dynamics of the mechanism with sliding contacts. According to the configuration 
index (2.28), they are solved if there is at least a contact with zero normal relative 
velocity and all the relative normal velocities are nonnegative. (i.e. are not 
empty, > 0 for all i ) The sliding contacts may lose due to the contact forces in 
the normal direction. Slip-stick transitions may occur under the influence of friction. 
The equations of motion can be derived by adding the contact forces F^ ,^，F门， 
and F n (Figure 2.3) to equation (2.29): 
Mq - h -YWl, {F,, + + Jl^iF,, + = 0 (2.30) 
with Jacobian matrices J , ) � a n d Jp2 of contact point PI of body 1 and P2 of body 
2 of contact i respectively. 
Since the normal and tangential contact forces can be represented as: 
Fm -灯1 义AH， Fn2 = 义 
— _ (2.31) 
J^T I — ^ ^ F^t 2 — ^^ T 2 
where and 几y are scalar multipliers represent the magnitudes of the normal 
and tangential contact forces respectively. 
Using (2.22) and (2.23), we have 
Mq-h-J^iH'^A^+H'j.Aj-),. =0 E^n^ (2.32) 
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where and Wj transform the normal and tangential contact forces into 
generalized coordinate. The term in equation (2.32) contains 
the contact forces belong to all sliding contacts, (i.e. contacts E ) If there is any 
contact with negative relative normal velocity, the situation contains impact 
behaviour and should be treated separately. 
Writing equation (2.32) into matrix form yields 
Mij-h-W^A^-Wj^Xj =0, (2.33) 
Separating the tangential forces into two groups of and \ / " yields 
^T^ -炉"义"+ ^ G^G ^ ^ ^ ^ ‘ V ‘ ^ V ‘ (2.34) 
For contacts with nonzero tangential relative velocities (i.e. contacts e the 
tangential contact forces can be represented in terms of according to the 
Coulomb's Friction Law (in matrix notation): 
e识”广”� (2.35) 
where ‘ contains the normal contact forces of sliding contacts with nonzero 
tangential relative velocities (i.e. contactse \ ) 
Jig is a diagonal matrix which contains the coefficients of friction of contact 
riN is the total number of contacts sliding contacts (i.e. contacts e ) 
is the total number of contacts sliding contacts with zero tangential relative 
velocities (i.e. contacts G ) 
Then equation (2.33) becomes 
Mq-h-W^X^ W^X^ = 0 e 识, 




Putting (2.35) into (2.36),we get 
_ (X \ 
Mq-h-(W,+Wj^\W„) N =0 
) 
) ) (2.37) 
U /J w J 
with 
•忌N contains elements of normal relative acceleration g^. of contact i e 
g„ contains elements of tangential relative acceleration of contact / G I„ 
Xn contains elements of normal contact force 义％ of contact i e 
contains elements of tangential contact force 义„ of contact i g 
Wn contains elements w从 of contact i e 
w；^ contains elements of contact i e 
contains elements Wj^  of contact i g I„ 
contains elements w^^ of contact i e 
Wq contains elements 州乃 of contact / e \ 
Jifj is a diagonal matrix which contains the coefficients of friction of contact 
Equations (2.37) consist of / + + equations with f + unknown 
variables. Additional constraints have to be added to solve for the solutions. The 
additional constraints come from the contact constraints in the normal direction ( 
constraints) and tangential direction ( c o n s t r a i n t s ) . 
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B. Contact laws in normal direction 
• • i i 
Sni 
0 义M 
Figure 2.4 Contact law of a sliding contact i e 
(g^, = 0) in the normal direction 
A sliding contact either maintains its contact (g^,. = 0) or separates (g^^ > 0) from 
each other. The normal contact force of the former case satisfies the constraint 
(又Ni 2 0) since the direction of the force points outward of the body to prevent 
penetration. The relative acceleration must also be zero (g^. = 0). Thus the former 
case satisfies the relation: 
gM=0 A ； 0 i 巨 In (2.38) 
The latter case corresponds to separation of contact. The following relation is 
obvious to be deduced: 
g " , � 0 八；In丨=0 iel, (2.39) 
Combining the relation (2.38) and (2.39) in vector form, we obtain 
s U n = 0 .玄 " 2 0 ， 义 e / “ (2.40) 
Condition (2.40) represents the contact law of sliding contact in normal direction by 
one complementarity condition and inequalities of normal relative acceleration 
忌N and yIn inequalities of normal contact force ^^ (Figure 2.4). 
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C. Contact laws in tangential direction 
Sn 
Figure 2.5 Contact law of a sliding contact i e 
( 会 灿 = = 0 ) in the tangential direction 
A tangential sliding contact is constrained by Coulomb's Friction Law (2.1): 
/ = -ju,jN sgn( V) for V 0 
‘ ( 2 1 ) 
f\ < n^N for V = 0 
Only sticking contacts are considered because the tangential contact forces of 
slipping contacts (gy.,. / e \ ) are evaluated in the normal direction by the 
term W X^^ , in equation (2.36). 
Rewriting and substituting iV =义灿，/ = Ij^ , v = and = ju^  = into 
equation (2.1), we obtain 
^il^M^Ni forg7’,=0 
知 丨 ^org„<0 /e/" (2.41) 
� i=-MiKi forg,, >0 
Condition (2.41) is the original formulation of Coulomb's Friction Law at velocity 
level. Since the signs of 会乃 and g^ .,. do not change, we can rewrite (2.41) at 
acceleration level correspond to Figure 2.5: 
= forg乃 SO / e / " (2.42) 
知 = 义M for 




contact force cannot be determined and its magnitude is bounded by the value 灿. 
For slipping contact ^ 0, ), the tangential contact force is equal to 
with opposite direction to the relative tangential acceleration gj^. Although 
the complementarity property of tangential sliding contact is not obvious, it can still 
be converted to the complementarity form by decomposition of the tangential 
characteristic into 4 complementarity characteristics. (Figure 2.5 - Figure 2.7) 
Sn k Sn 
_________ _ "‘“ Mi^Ni • 
Figure 2.6 Left and right characteristics after decomposition 










the characteristic in Figure 2.5 can be decomposed into left ( ) and right (Ajj)) as 
depicted in Figure 2.6. The tangential contact force is still equal to + since 
the sign of left tangential contact force is opposite to the right tangential 
contact force ？ ! . 
Then the left and right characteristics are decomposed into its upper and lower 
characteristics as in Figure 2.7 using 
Sn = < -运:， gn = K 一（ ’ (2.44) 
《 丨 义 。 《 丨 义 ？ (2.45) 
Where z^ ，z厂，/l(+) and 义(_) are artificial variables. 
‘ ’ TO/ roi 
According to the four characteristics in Figure 2.7, we can obtain the four 
complementarity conditions for tangential sliding contact: 
g- >0, A^-^ > 0, g-;i(-)=0 
6 TV ， TV , b Ti Ti 
T^i ， TV ， 6 TV TV H 
(2.46) 
；l(+)2 0，z； > 0, ；l(+)<=0 
roi ‘ ‘ ‘ TOi ‘ 
义(-)乏 0，2" > 0, ；l(-)z,-=0 
TOI ‘ ‘ ‘ TOI ‘ 
The above four conditions correspond to the lower left, upper right, upper left and 
lower right characteristics in Figure 2.7 respectively. The shifting of the left and 
right tangential contact force by equations (2.45) are used in the third and forth 




Rewriting (2.42) in matrix form with auxiliary relation (2.43) - (2.45)，we obtain 
>0, = 
4"o>o, ^->0, 4fz-=o, 
义"=4+)-4)， e/" (2.47) 
SH =K-Z-， 
^ffO - H-H^N -义仏 
All=义；V -义 )， 
where 
gfi contains elements of tangential relative acceleration gj. of contact i e 
contains elements of tangential contact force of contact i e 
总土 contains elements 土 of contact i e I„ 
° Hi O Ti H 
义Sf) contains elements 义 (士） o f contact i e I„ 
“ Ti H 
之士 contains elements zf of contact / e 
义Jfn) contains elements A(土）of contact i e I„ 
H 0 TOi H 




D. Formulation of LCP 
Combing equations (2.37), (2.40) and (2.47) yields 
/ \ 
M q - h - \ - W „ ) =0，e 5R, 
\ « / 
Jl 
/ . . \ f MMT T \ / 一 \ / •• \ 广 • • 、 / ^ rt \ 卜 ） [ � ] 卜 “ ） 卜 ） 卜 ） f 0 � ) 卜 、 
gH = 4+ 、 ， gH = r„ - E 0 ^ , 
^-Sh) {-^H) U J I® eJ 丫 
^ y * V / ^ ^ • ^ V • N , ~ / ^ V ‘ 
Sm lyT W if A/ g 广 
(2.48) 
f ；1 (4-0)) ly" 0 ) " “ � = _ >l(+>， 
l^N 0 - E J " 
^ ^ ^ I 广） 
义�o N„-l V ff / . 
/ .. \ / . N / .. / 3 \ 
玄" “ (x'-'^ ( V � 
r 2 0， ； I � >0, r 义(+> =0； >0, >0, “ � =0 
2 X^ ‘ g X^ ‘ ‘V‘ ^ ^ ^V• 
义 : : 
g i g J-
Rewrite (2.48) in a more compact way, 
Mq-h-(W + N^)A = 0, e识i 
e 识2”" (2.49) 
；i>o,盒7义=0; 
After eliminating q and 玄从 in equations (2.49), we get the LCP for sliding 
contact: 
f g ^ + 厂 Y 义 ) ( w ' M - ' h + w] 
= + e9r"+4”" 
. U J I 0 人zj t 0 J 
‘ V ‘ ^ V ^ V ‘ 
y A * ft 
(2.50) 
/ . . \ / / •• / 
g 1 
>0, >0, = 0 
V y^ v-^ z/o j V^ y 
^ V ‘ >-v—' ^ V ‘ V—' 
X I 3 6 
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2.7.5 Motion for impact and LCP formulation 
In this section, the equations of motion for impact are given in part A. Formulations 
for compression are given first. The equations of motion, the contact law in the 
normal direction, the contact law in the tangential direction and the formulation of 
LCP are expressed in part B, part C, part D and part E respectively. The contact laws 
for restitution in the normal direction and the tangential direction are then included 
in part F and part G. Finally, the equation of motion and the formulation of LCP are 
elaborated in part H. 
A. Equations of motion 
The equations of motion for impact handle all contacts with zero relative normal 
displacements g ,^. = 0 (i.e. contacts e ). The sliding and sticking contacts are 
included so that the effects from other contacts can be accounted. The equations of 
motion are similar to equation (2.32) but with all contact forcee : 
=0 e^^ (2-51) 
with kinematics constraints (2.18) and (2.19): 
+ (2.18) 
gj, = wlq + w^ (2.19) 
Rewrite (2.51) in matrix form, we obtain 
Mq-h-{W^ W^) N = 0 e 识, (2.52) 
with kinematics constraints 
• 8n\ ( m^a, 1 , 
= ^ e ^ ' " ' (2.53) 
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B. Equation of motion for compression phase 
Integrating equations (2.52) over the period from the start of compression t^ to the 
end of compression t^ yields 
'y^Nc� 
M{q,-q,)-iW, W,) = 0 e 沢 , (2.54) 
、^7’(： J 
where A^c and Aj,^  are the impulses which are transferred in the normal and 
tangential directions at the end of compression. The kinematics constraints for 
solving equations (2.54) are by differencing equations (2.53) at the start and at the 
end of compression: 
/ . \ fix/T \ ( • \ 
SNC ^ N S NA 
= 7 (冷c-冷,）+ . e 识2”.’ (2.55) 
\STC y y^T ) \Sta ) 
After eliminating the term {q^ , a) in equations (2.54) and (2.55), there are 
equations with An^  unknown. Therefore, additional constraints are needed to 
solve for equations (2.54) and (2.55). 
C. Contact law in normal direction for compression phase 
SnCi ‘‘ 
八"o 
Figure 2.8 Impact law at the end of compression in normal direction 
The impact law at the end of compression in normal direction in Figure 2.8 is similar 
to that of the sliding contact law in Figure 2.4, except the entities of x and y axes are 
replaced by the normal relative velocity 爱船 and the normal impulse 八 " ( � a t the 
end of compression. To avoid penetration, the normal contact force must be 
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nonnegative for the whole period of compression and thus implies the impulse at the 
end of compression, which equals to the integration of the contact force for the 
whole period of compression, must be nonnegative: 
At the start of impact, the normal relative velocity is smaller than or equal to zero. 
The positive compressive normal contact force acts on the contact and thus the 
normal relative velocity decreases and vanishes at the end of compression. The 
complementarity condition for at the end of compression in normal direction can be 
established: 
fNc^Nc = 0, g^c 2 0 ， e Is (2.57) 
Similar to condition (2.40)，condition (2.57) includes two situations at the end of 
compression. If the normal relative velocity is exactly zero ( = 0 )，the normal 
impulse must be nonnegative. On the other hand, if the normal impulse is exactly 
zero (A,冗,=0 )，the normal relative velocity can be any nonnegative value. 
D. Contact law in tangential direction for compression phase 
• i L 
STC 
+ 八 AO 
0 ^ A.C, 
- M m 
Figure 2.9 Impact law at the end of compression in tangential direction 
The impact law at the end of compression in tangential direction in Figure 2.9 is also 
similar to that of the sliding contact law in tangential direction in Figure 2.5. 
Consider the following condition: 
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Arc/ = - M A n o sgn(gro) for gra 本 0 
(2.58) 
八 八"a forg^^/ = 0 ^ e / � ’ 
Condition (2.58) is from the integration of Coulomb's friction law (2.1). For the case 
of one direction continuous sliding during the whole compression (会『(，,0), the 
resulting value of A � i s evaluated by the first equation in (2.58). For the case of 
sticking at the end of compression (gy,^. = 0) without reversal sliding during 
compression, the resulting value of A^^ is smaller than the value by the first 
equation in (2.58) which obeys the second condition in (2.58). For cases of reversal 
sliding and stick-to-slip transition (sliding at t^) during the compression (会们；^  0), 
the resulting value of K^^ evaluated by the first equation in (2.58) is greater than 
the actual value by the integration 
八yc, = lim r？ij-tdt ie Is (2.59) 
due to the change of sign of 义7’(，(for the case of reversal sliding) and smaller value 
of A c^ during sticking. Therefore, condition (2.58) is tangential impact law at the 
end of compression that often the same as the Coulomb's Friction Law (2.1) and 
able to handle all impact phenomena in the present of friction. It is noteworthy that 
the condition (2.58) is dissipative by the work expression: 
八忙爱们.<0 i e l , (2.60) 
E. Formulation of LCP for compression phase 
The contact laws of sliding (Figure 2.4) and the contact laws of impact at the end of 
compression (Figure 2.8) are nearly the same except for the symbols of x and y axes. 
The LCP formulation for compression then can be done similar to the approach used 
in LCP formulation of sliding. 
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The equations of motion and the kinematics constraints at velocity level are 
modified from (2.54) and (2.55): 
' � c � 
‘ ^ “ yl(-) 
々 (2.61) 
叙 NC ^N SNA 
8iv. = ^T 8TA 
^ ~ ‘ ^ ~ ‘ 
Smc 时 Sh/A 
where Aj.^ . is separated into its positive and negative part by 
Ac = 4 c - 4 c (2.62) 
Replacing the terms of relative acceleration to relative velocity and force to impulse 
in (2.48) as following replacement: 
’会N —Snc,忌T —STC, si gl,. z^ -^Zc. 
^N —�C , ^NO r^oc ‘ f^H — th, 
where 
gf^c is the normal relative velocity at the end of compression 
g-Pc is the tangential relative velocity at the end of compression 
Anc is the normal impulse at the end of compression 
fig is a diagonal matrix which contains the coefficients of friction /u.of contact 
ids' 




The additional constraints for (2.61) are: 
f • \ ( . N / n, t\ \ 
8NC I 8NC (0 0 L , 
grc = - E 0 
. ._ 八 „ J 
-9 rr S 0 E 
S 抓 厂 ) V J Zc 
‘ V ‘ V V ‘ ‘ 
“C. gc l!s 
( . \ 
Z / � � /— �八NC 
〔/!(-)) Jis -E 0) (2.63) 
^roc Ns-ls 
A: 
/ • \ ^ A \ / • \T f • \ 
\ Sc 1 ( 4 ： 1 8c ] Mc] 
>0， >0, =0 
^-^TQC y J 、力m: y v^c > 
After eliminating (知—q^) and 玄縱，we get the LCP formulation for 
compression: 
= + e 
[AocJ [ 0 JUc j I 0 j ^ V ‘ V '�V"""‘ ‘ V ‘ 
y A X b 
(2.64) 
/ • N / J \ / • ^ A \ 
Sc A： 容 c ^C 
>0, >0, =0 
^A oc ) v^c y v^roc J V^c y 
V , ‘ V V ‘ V ‘ ‘ V ‘ 
y X y X 
F. Contact law in normal direction for restitution phase 
The impulse A— transferred in the normal direction at the end of restitution is 
related by the Poisson's coefficient of restitution in the normal direction : 
= ^ Ni^NCi (2.65) 
The impulse A ^ may have to be increased to avoid penetration due to the effects 
from other contacts such that: 
‘ ^NEi ^ ^Ni^NCi (2.66) 
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Figure 2.10 Impact law at the end of restitution in normal direction 
If Aj^ Ei = SNi^ NCi is large enough, the normal relative velocity at the end of 
restitution can be any nonnegative value. Thus we have: 
A ® � � / A o = 0 ， g £ , � 0 ， i e l s (2.67) 
If Aj^ Ei = is not large enough, the impulse A ^ should have to be 
enlarged as in inequality (2.66) such that at least no penetration occurs, i.e. g^ .^ = 0. 
Therefore, the complementarity condition in the normal direction at the end of 
restitution is (matrix form): 
gln^ NP = 0，km ^  0，^NP e/ , (2.68) 
with Anp =Ane—言nAnc (2.69) 
where is a diagonal matrix which contains the Poisson's coefficients of 
restitution in normal direction s州 of contact / e . 
The visualization of condition (2.68) is depicted in Figure 2.10. 
G. Contact law in tangential direction for restitution phase 
The tangential impact law for restitution is nearly the same as that for compression 
(2.58): 
八ra = -M A n e i sgn(gre/) for g 顶 , 本 0 
(2.70) 
八7•份 for爱汉,=0 i e l s 
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Figure 2.11 Impact laws at the end of restitution in tangential direction 
For the case of sticking at the end of restitution (g^^. = 0 )，the resulting tangential 
impulse at the end of restitution is bounded by MA®/ which follows the second 
condition of (2.70). 
Without loss of generality, consider the case of negative tangential relative velocity 
at the end of compression 乞丁。- 0 which implies a positive tangential impulse 
A^TCi A portion of tangential impulse A 忙 , m a y be stored as elastic energy 
during the deformation. For the case of sliding gj.^ ^ ^ 0, the sliding direction 
usually follows the same sign as that at the end of compression 乞丁。- 0. But the 
sliding direction may be altered by the stored impulse which leads to reversal sliding, 
and thus the tangential impulse 八汉,which is originally negative, must be enlarged 
to positive. This refers to the left characteristic of Figure 2.11. The tangential impact 
law can be stated as: 
八 = " ,八 _ for g版 . < 0 
(2.71) 
^TEi =-仏mi + 认TSi for 爱版.> 0 
—/"/八_ + 没 < A汉,< for会汉,=0 / g / ^ 
The characteristic in the right figure of Figure 2.11 corresponds to the case of 
positive tangential relative velocity at the end of compression 爱『(，,> 0. In this case, 
the originally positive tangential impulse 八汉,is shifted to the negative value to 
4 4 
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reveal the reversal sliding effect with negative A,拟.The corresponding tangential 
impact law for gj^. > 0 is: 
Sra ^ 0, Ay^ c, < 0，Ay•没 < 0 
八m = -/^ANEi forg^^, > 0 
(2.72) 
Are/ = A 腿 + 2 A现. for 爱版 . < 0 
- f ^ A t m < 八 < +MANEi + for grt/ = 0 i^h 
Impact laws (2.71) and (2.72) can be combined to: 
sgn(Ay>c,) = sgn(A^) = cr, 
八 -八 ra = -(MANEi -丨八™ I) for gTEi ^ 0 
(2.73) 
八re,-八re, = HMANEi -八re/) for gTEi ^ 0 
-(mAnei -1 Aral) < 八 TO 一八 < HM^NEi - | 八 ral) for 爱版.=0 i e 
Obviously, the value of should be bounded and with the same sign of 
h^ TCi such that 
2|AraI < 2y«, ，sgn(A们)=sgnCA^.^,.) (2.74) 
The value of 八7’没 should also be bounded such that the amount of the impulse 
八re, applied during expansion does not exceed the amount of stored during 
compression: 
2|A彻I < 仏 • + 〜丨八TT/I (2.75) 
Using (2.58) and (2.66), inequality (2.74) holds if (2.75) is satisfied since 
〜」八roi ^  Sml^Ami = (2.76) 
The value of A,没 is chosen to be: 
八 ra = Mf^ ANEi sgn(Ay>c,) + � � | A r o | 0 < v ^ < 1, 0 < < 1 (2.77) 
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Figure 2.12 Impact characteristics for different values of v and Sj. 
The variables v, and account for the magnitude of shifting impulse 八版.The 
left figure of Figure 2.12 shows the characteristic which coincides with Coulomb's 
Friction, while the right one shows the characteristic of total reversal of sliding. It 
can be observed that the term //.v^A^ ,^. is contributed by the transferred 
normal impulse of restitution, and the term is contributed by the 
transferred tangential impulse of restitution. 
The transformation 
A = A -F A (2.78) 
八 TP/ 八 rav ^Ni^ T^Ci ^ ‘ 
is used to covert condition (2.73) to a complementarity form, and to prove the 
dissipative work property 
八m爱re, <0， iGls (2.79) 
similar to that of compression (2.60). 
Using condition (2.73), we obtain 
for gy.^ , > 0, 
- + 八膽-八 re/ ) + 八 ra — ^Ni^TCi 
• 八 = = — 八 一 - f j 八 忙 , 1 for a, =+l 
仍 一 一 ( / / , 八 _ -|A顶D +八顶. - S N ^ r a ( ) 
严—八膽 八rc/| for o^  = -1 
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for gy.^ , < 0 , 
+ (>"/八 A® —八 75/ ) +八 75,. 一 •八 TO 
一 j = for(7 ,=+l 
^^TPi - , A - A � + A A ( 丄 叫 
十�八A® 八7’S/>>十八6M•八TO 
八 • -2|八7’泣| + 八们.1 for a, = - l 
Using (2.75) and (2.76), it can be deduced from (2.80) that 八作,< 0 for > 0 
and from (2.81) that 八 > 0 for g?’沿 < 0，and thus (2.79) is proved. 
With the use of (2.69), (2.77) and (2.78)and, after eliminating A ； ^ 份 ， ‘ and 
八 _ condition (2.73) can be converted to: 
八m =八S for 爱re/2 0 
forg,,,<0 (2.82) 
八(二）< Am < 八(二,） for会TEi =0 ie “0 
where 
八(二 = 一 / + e N A N a ) - G � ; � A m 
八(G? = (八斯 + 八 AO) + ^ Ti ^ N^i^ TCi 
, � (2.83) 
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Figure 2.13 The asymmetric characteristic of impact law at the end of 
restitution in tangential direction 
The corresponding characteristic of (2.82) is shown in Figure 2.13. Comparing it 
with the tangential impact characteristic for compression (2.58) and Figure 2.9, 
besides the symbols of x and y axes, the only differences are values of the left 
boundary 船 and the right boundary 八船which are replaced by 八 ( 二 
and A(丄）respectively. This means that we can still tackle (2.82) to convert it to 
complementarity condition similar to the decompositions of conditions (2.46) and 
(2.58), but shifting the left and right boundary differently. 
H) Formulation of LCP for restitution phase 
The equations of motion and kinematics constraints for restitution and are done 
similar to that obtaining (2.54) and (2.55): 
/ J \ 
Aj^E 
W,) = 0 e 识 , 
vAE > 
(2.84) / . \ fii/T\ ( • \ Sne ^ N SNC ，„ 
. = ^ . e 沢 ’ 
.. K^TE J v^r J K^TC y 
Modifying (2.84) by (2.69) and splitting Aj.^  and Aj.^  similar to (2.62) by 





/a \ f~ A \ 
V^TP y y^N'^^Tc y 
^ V ‘ V 
, 、 (2.86) 
SNE 作 N SNC 
gTE = ^T 8TC 妃 〜 
STE J J V STC y 
^ ~ • y ‘ ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ • y ‘ 
kuE fi^J SMC 
Replacing the terms in the first set of equations (2.63) by the following 
replacements: 
8NC Stc ^ K ‘ ^C ^ ZE YIELDS 
f • \ ( . \ / n A \ 
SNE I gNE 0 0 L _� 
8TE = §1 - E ^ (2.87) 
. ._ ft 、心E J 
；V V V ‘ 
食ME gg 广 
The second set of equations in (2.63) corresponds to shifting of left and right 
boundaries in decomposition of tangential characteristic (2.58). By shifting the left 
and right boundaries of (2.82) using 
^ ^T L =入(S 一 AV = + / < + ) ( 人 , + 〜八AO) + 八TT, 
+ (2.88) 
八V“ =八W 一八V) “ ) ( 八 + 〜/八AO) _ ) � / 八 r a 
Further transform (2.88) by 
^Ti�SNi^TCi = ^Ni G — ^Ti )八rO. 一 ^Ni^TCi 
(2.89) 
^Ti ^m^TCi = ^Ni (1 — ^Ti )八TT/ -〜八T O 
and represent in matrix form, we get 
：：；=L ) + = ) _ M；^  (2.90) 
^roP Ns-Is y^L-i Ns-夏B \ N n J 
、 V ' V 
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where 
Jif^ and 云沪) are both diagonal matrices which contain the terms /4f) and 
specified by (2.83). 
Combining (2.86), (2.87) and (2.90), and eliminating the terms (令 g — � c ) and 凌她’， 
the LCP for restitution is: 
f ] (WlM-^W, l / ] f A , A 
= + e 识 5”s 
UWJ I 0 人 t , ^ V ‘ ^ V ‘�~V‘ V 
y A X b 
(2.91) 
/ • � / J \ / • / A \ 
SE 1 f ^ p 1 Se 1 ( 1 
>0, >0, =0 
^•^rop ) V i^? y � J y 
� / V^V‘ ^ V ‘ ^""V‘ 
y X y X 
To solve for an impact problem, the LCP in (2.64) is solved first. The solutions of 
LCP in (2.64) are the initial conditions for solving the LCP in (2.91). 
2.8 Solving LCP 
This section briefly introduces the LCP and some of its properties according to the 
definiteness of the matrices. The definition of LCP is first given in part A. In part B. 
Some theorems on the solvability of LCP are presented. Finally, it is demonstrated 
how the friction and the mass of the mechanism affect the solution of LCP. 
Consider the following LCP: 
y = Ax + b (2.92) 
j ; > 0 (2.93) 
jc>0 (2.94) 
= 0 (2.95) 
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A. Definitions 
A vector z is said to be (strictly) feasible to LCP if z (strictly) satisfies 
inequalities (2.93) and (2.94). 
A vector z is the solution of LCP if z satisfies inequalities (2.93) and (2.94), and 
complementarity condition (2.95). 
B. On the LCP solution according to the definiteness of matrix A 
Theorem 2.1 
If A is positive semi-definite and if the LCP is feasible, then the LCP is solvable. 
Theorem 2.2 
If A is positive definite then the LCP has an unique solution for all value of b. 
The Lemke's Algorithm, or named as complementary pivot rule, is a common 
method to solve LCP. Lemke's Algorithm can be viewed as a modified simplex 
algorithm where complementary pivot rule is used in the pivoting step. The 
algorithm terminates either if solution is found or if no further pivot step can be 
performed according to complementary pivot rule. The termination of the latter case 
refers to "ray termination" in literatures. The definiteness of A guarantees the 
solvability of the algorithm at a certain level according to the following theorems: 
Theorem 2.3 
If A is positive semi definite and the system of LCP has feasible solution 
satisfying inequality (2.93) and (2.94)，then the LCP is solvable and Lemke's 
Algorithm terminates with complementary feasible solution. If A is positive semi 
definite and Lemke's Algorithm terminates in ray termination, then the inequalities 
(2.93) and (2.94) are infeasible. 
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Theorem 2.4 
If A is positive definite, Lemke's Algorithm terminates with a unique 
complementary feasible solution. 
Consider the matrices A of in LCP (2.50), (2.64) and (2.91): 
(W''M-\W + Nc) I''] 
from LCP (2.50) 
I Nh-I 0 J 
A 
f W^M-'W, / / I 
from LCP (2.64) 
I 0 J 
/I 
(W^M-'W, 
from LCP (2.91) 
I 投 s - I s _ O j 
/j 
If there is no friction, all the matrices 
Nu，^^ and N. are zero and thus A 
are positive semi definite. According to the above theorems, the Lemke's Algorithm 
is at least working for frictionless case, or with moderate friction. If M"' is large 
enough, A is also positive semi definite. 
More details about LCP can be found in [3]. 
2.9 Chapter summary 
There were various approaches of multibody dynamics in order to modell multiple 
contacts situations in complex mechanisms. In this chapter, fundamental knowledge 
about multibody dynamics is presented in details. The unilateral corner law of 
impact is the basic idea of the formulations of complementarity conditions, and a 
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tool to avoid penetration during simulation. The presence of friction, which is 
usually described by the Coulomb's friction law, complicates the multiple contacts 
situations. Various complex contact phenomena such as slip-stick transitions occur 
under the influence of friction. The coefficient of restitution relates the phase of 
compression and phase of restitution during impact. It was found that the Newton's 
coefficient of restitution does not guarantee the conservation of energy, the Poisson's 
coefficient of restitution provides consistent result and the energetic coefficient of 
restitution is the best to account for energy loss during impact. In formulating 
multiple contacts, it can be classified into simultaneous approach and sequential 
approach. The applicability of the two approaches depends on the mechanism tested. 
Some integration procedures are also mentioned. After deliberation, the P. Pfeiffer 
and Ch. docker 's approach was adopted as the basis of our simulation tool. The 
reasons of the adoption are elaborated in section 2.7. The kinematics, dynamics and 
LCP formulations of their approach are summarized in details to give an insight. 
Finally, some properties of LCP are mentioned for understanding of solution solving, 
the relation between the solvability and friction is explained. 
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Chapter 3 
Development of the Simulation Tool 
In this chapter, we demonstrate the development process of the simulation tool, 
based on the multibody dynamics theory of P. Pfeiffer and Ch. Glocker. The 
development is divided into kinematics calculation, solution solving and integration 
procedure three main parts. First of all, the geometric definitions are elaborated. The 
possible contact configurations of the defined geometries are then shown. The 
kinematics calculation procedures are described. The collision detection algorithm 
and are also summarized. Subsequently, a revised numerical treatment stabilizing 
computation is described. The integration procedure of the simulation is then 
presented. Finally, a verification example is presented in the last section of this 
chapter. 
3.1 Kinematics calculation 
In section 2.7.1, a generalized kinematics calculation algorithm is presented. The 
current configuration of the system can be obtained from the information of the 
generalized positions, velocities and accelerations, and the relative displacements, 
velocities and accelerations. Then the equations of motion are solved according to 
the configuration index (2.28). The kinematics calculation is necessary to evaluate 
the term h in all sets of equations of motion, W , w oi sliding contact in LCP 
(2.50) and W^, g^A and N^ of impact in LCPs (2.64) and (2.91). To adopt the 
kinematics relations in section 2.7.1, a collision detection algorithm, which is 
capable to calculate the absolute positions, velocities, accelerations, the normal and 
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tangent vectors of all possible contact points, is developed. The following sections 
show the implementation of the collision detection algorithm for kinematics 
calculation. 
3.1.1 Geometric definitions 
Design profile is one of the inputs into the simulation tool. The geometric 
representation of design profile is the basis for the collision detection algorithm. The 
basic idea of the representation is to divide the design profiles into segments of 
continuous geometry. Each segment is represented by points in appropriate order to 
specify the block side and the free side of a body. The points are also expressed in a 
implicit equation f{x,y) = 0 . The possible contact points are evaluated by solving 
equations of the implicit equations of the particular contacting segments. The normal 
and tangent vectors at each contact point are then able to be calculated using the 
kinematics relations in section 2.7.1 in Chapter 2. In our simulation tool, two basic 
types of geometric curves are implemented to represent the design profile of 
escapement mechanisms. They are straight line and circular arc. 
A. Line definition ^ … 
4 P2 
Block space � 
y 
/ Free space 
PI / 
Figure 3.1 A line vector and its normal and tangent vector 
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A line is represented as a vector defined by two points. The left side of the vector is 
defined as the block space, while the right side is defined as the free space. Figure 
3.1 shows a line vector represented by two points PI and P2. The direction of the 
vector from PI and P2 defines the block space on the left and the free space on 
the right of the line. The direction of normal vector at a point P always points 
towards the block space, while the direction of tangent vector is always the same as 
the direction of the line vector, and 90° clockwise of the normal vector. Both the 
normal and tangent vector are unit vector with magnitude \n = = 1. 
Let (Xpj^i), (jCj,y2) and ixp,yp) be the absolute coordinate of P I , P2 and 
P with respect to a fixed frame respectively, the implicit equation of line 1,2 is: 
1.2 :Ax + By + C = 0 
where 
(3.1) 
J 少 2_少1)，B = -(x2-x,), C =-X,a-y,B 
We restrict the length of the line by 
u = = (3.2) 
少 2 - 少 1 
The tangent vector t and the normal vector n are 
/ _ \ f t \ 
+{y2-ypy -yp) VyJ 
n = 
\ t X J 
B. Arc definitions 
An arc is a "curled arrow" defined by three points in appropriate order. The left side 
of the curled arrow is defined as the block space, while the right side is the free 
space. The position of the middle point controls the convexity of the arc. The convex 
arc representation is depicted in the left of Figure 3.2, with P2 on the right of line 
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P1P3，while the concave arc is depicted in the right, with P2 on the left of line 
P1P3 . The direction of normal vector at a point P always points towards the block 
space, while the direction of tangent vector is always the same as the direction of the 
curled arrow. 
Block \ | space 
n \ n ‘ Free 
space —^—4 P ^ ,, P 
“ r ^ ^ space 
j y Free 
PI • — space • PI 
Convex arc Concave arc 
Figure 3.2 Convex and concave arc representations and their normal and 
tangent vectors 
Let 0^ 1，少1)，0^ 2，少2),(文3，少3) and be the absolute coordinate of P I , 
P2, P3 and P with respect to a fixed frame respectively. 
In Figure 3.3，the equations of the perpendicular bisectors ml and m2 are: 
召 + = 0 
=(^2 -Ii)，召ml =(少2 -少1 ) ， = "^llmid^ml 
又 12mid 2，>;i2mid = •Vl + (少2 _ 少1) / 2 
K l = (^3 —12)，Bm2 =(少3 一 少2)’ = -^ 23mid^m2 —少23mid召m2 
2^3mid =^2 +(^3 - ^ 2 ) / 2 ,少 23mid 二少2 + (少3 _ 少2 ) / 2 
P2 
Figure 3.3 Origin of an three points 
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where = (x,,^-, and ？ = are the midpoints of 
line P1P2 and P2P3 respectively. 
Solving ml and m2 in equations (3.4)，the origin O of the arc is: 
\ f T> _ D Y - r " � 
0 = = (3.5) 
、少O J d m l召 m 2 — I," A ^ ^ 」ml 人— . 
And the curvature r of the arc equals to the circumradius of triangle P1P2P3 : 
abc 
r = I 
yl{a + b + c){-a + b + c){a-b + c){a + b-c) 
where (3.6) 
fl = |PlP2|，b = |P2P3|, c = |P1P3 
An arc is represented by the implicit equation of circle with origin O = (jCq 
(太 - & ) 2 + C y - _ y o)2=厂 （3.7) 
with restriction of the arc length 
u = = (3.8) 
(Pl -(Px 
where 
(p is the angle of vector 0 P = P - 0 = (0P^ OPyf from the origin O to a 
point P on the arc such that 
(p = tan"' ( - ^ ) + k{ln), 0 < ^ for any integer k 
= tan"' ( ^ ) + k{2n), 0 < for any integer k 
� � ; (3.9) 
(P2 = tan-1 ( q ^ ) + k{27r), 0 < for any integer k 
0 P 1 = P 1 - 0 = (0P1, O P l y ) � 0 P 3 = P 3 - 0 = (0P3, 0P3y)^ 
If the arc is convex, the value of k should be adjust such that 
. ^<(p,<(p2<(p^ (3.10) 
and if the arc is concave, the value of k should be adjust such that 
{i<(p,<(p^<(p, (3.11) 
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3.1.2 Line-to-line contact 
This section discusses the kinematics calculations for line-to-line contact. The 
calculation of the shortest distance between two lines is first presented. Afterward, 
the possible contact configurations are shown. The kinematics calculations are then 
presented. 
A. Line-to-point distance 
To find the shortest distance from a point Q = (jc^ ygY to the line 1,2, we 
represent the line LQ that is perpendicular to 1,2 and passing through Q : 
Lq : —Bx + Ay + CQ=0 
where (3.12) 
」=(少2一少1)，B = -ix^-x^), CQ=BxQ-AyQ 
Solving equations (3.1) and (3.12), the intersection point E is: 
‘Ax + By + C = 0 
-Bx + Ay + CQ=0 
(3.13) 
x^ 1 ^ -jBY - C 
UJ 召 
If E lies between PI and P2，then the shortest distance is the norm of vector 
Q-E: 
- 五 I (3.14) 
Otherwise, the shortest distance is the minimum of the norm of 0 - P l and 





P2 ； 1 ^ � � � 
Figure 3.4 Distances from points Q and Q' 
B. Line-to-line contact kinematics calculation 
After checking whether the lines are parallel, calculating the four line-to-point 
shortest distances of each line to the other endpoints of another line, and the 
corresponding point E using equations (3.12) - (3.15), it is able to classify the 
line-to-line contact into three cases. The first case is depicted in Figure 3.5 that the 
two lines are not parallel, and the two closest points are not the end points of two 
lines. The second case is depicted in Figure 3.6 that the two lines are parallel, and 
have overlapping region, and the last third case is depicted in Figure 3.7 that the two 
closest points are the end points of the two lines. 
V / 
y p PI’ 
P l / \ P 2 ， 
Figure 3.5 Line to line contact case 1 
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P2 , 广 PI， 
T V 
Figure 3.6 Line to line contact case 2 
o i . I 7 PI， 
/......... � � / 
/ 1. 
Figure 3.7 Line to line contact case 3 
To calculate the shortest distance between two lines, the locations of the two closest 
points on each line are determined. The normal and tangent vectors at the first line 
P1P2 are calculated using equations (3.1) and (3.3). In case 1 depicted in Figure 
3.5, the shortest distance is the minimum distance of one of the endpoints to the 
corresponding point E by equations (3.13) and (3.14). The normal and tangent 
vectors are at point P (or E) on P1P2 . In the case 2 depicted in Figure 3.6，the 
two closest points P on P1P2 and P' on P r P 2 ' are at the midpoints of the 
overlapping region. In case 3 depicted in Figure 3.7, the closest points are both the 
end points from P1P2 and P1’P2,. For two bodies rotating about its own fixed 
axes ( 0 1 and 0 2 )，the situation is similar to two rotating rods contact at their end 
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points (Figure 3.8). The two angle bisectors (ml and m2) of the two rods are first 
calculated. The tangent line (m2) is defined such that it always lies between the two 
axes. The direction of the normal vector at the contact point is defined as always 
pointing towards 0 1 . For bodies without fixed axes, the direction of the normal 
vector depends on the motions of the two bodies. We do not implement the 
calculation for this situation since it does not happen in our applications. Finally, we 
add a negative sign to the shortest distance if there is an intersection of the two lines, 
which indicate penetration in simulation. 
/ \ m l 
02 6 �• 
Figure 3.8 Normal vector in endpoint-endpoint contact 
3.1.3 Arc-to-line contact 
The contact between an arc and a line is more complicated than the contact between 
two lines. In this section, calculation of the distance from an arbitrary point to an arc 
is first presented. Afterward, the possible contact configurations and their 
corresponding kinematics calculation algorithm of both convex arc-to-line contact 
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A. Arc to point distance 
To calculate the distance from a point Q = {Xq ygY to the arc P1P2P3 with 
origin O , we calculate the angle of the vector OQ = Q-0 = (OQ^ OQ^ J using 
equation (3.9): 
( P Q = t a n ~ \ ^ ) + k{27r), 0<(PQ for any integer A: (3.16) 
If 0 < (Pi < (pg < (pj for convex arc or if <(pQ < (p^ for concave arc, the 
arc-to-point distance dg is the absolute value of the difference of the norm of OQ 
minus the radius r : 
� H | O 0 H (3.17) 
Otherwise, the shortest distance is the minimum of the norm of Q - P l and 
Q-P3: 
Jg = min ( | e -P l | , | 0 -P3 | ) (3.18) 
Figure 3.9 shows an example of the arc-to-point distance from external points Q 
and Q' to a convex arc, the situation is the same for the case of concave arc. 
Convex arc Q 
Figure 3.9 Distances from points Q and 0， 
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The arc-to-line contact for the case of convex arc is different from the case of 
concave arc, because there may be more than one possible contact point if a concave 
arc contacts with a line. Therefore, we should treat the two cases separately, after 
checking whether the arc is convex or concave. The normal and tangent vectors are 
defined always on the arc. 
B. Convex arc-to-line contact kinematics calculation 
For the case of convex arc to line contact, the maximum number of possible contact 
is one. Figure 3.10 shows the six possible contact configurations. To evaluate the 
shortest distance of the convex arc-to-line contact, the two arc-to-point distance 
between the two endpoints of the line and the arc, the line-to-point distances 
between the origin O of the arc to the line, and the two line-to-point distances 
between the endpoints of the arc and the line, totally five distances are first 
evaluated. Then we have enough information to determine the contact point pair 
with shortest distance d among the five distances, where P is on the arc and P' 
is on the line. If there is any intersection, a negative sign is added to the value of d 
to indicate the penetration. Afterward, the angle of vector OP is calculated. If the 
angle of P satisfies condition (3.10) and both P and P' are not endpoints, the 
contact configuration belongs to one of the three cases in the upper three figures in 
Figure 3.10，otherwise the configuration belongs to one of the three cases in the 
lower three figures. For the upper three cases, the normal and tangent vectors are on 
the arc that the tangent vector is the tangent at P with the same direction of the 
convex arc. The lower right configuration in Figure 3.10 is the endpoint contact 
configuration, the directions of normal and tangent vector on the arc are evaluated 
same as the case of endpoint line-to-line contact in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. In the 
lower left and the lower middle of Figure 3.10，the direction of normal is defined as 
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perpendicular to the line and pointing inward to the arc, the direction of tangent is 
90° clockwise of the normal vector. 
� V 
p ^ ^ ^ . — p ， 
J ^ - v J 
Figure 3.10 Possible convex arc-line contact configurations 
C. Concave arc-to-line contact 
The maximum number of possible contact for concave arc-to-line contact is two. To 
evaluate the shortest distances of the concave arc-to-line contact, the two 
arc-to-point distances between the endpoints of the line and the arc, and the two 
line-to-point distances between the endpoints of the arc and the line are calculated 
first. A negative sign is added to distance when there is intersection at the contact. 
The minimum two of the four distances are selected as the two potential contacts. 
They are identified as double contacts if the two corresponding distances are smaller 
than the prescribed value of tolerance, otherwise it is identified as a single contact 
configuration. The upper two configurations in Figure 3.11 have only one contact 
while the lower one has a double contact. Configurations with intersections are not 
shown. The normal and tangent vectors are on the arc. The normal is perpendicular 
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to the line and pointing inward to the arc if the endpoint of the arc is in contact with 
the line (upper left in Figure 3.11). The direction of tangent is the same direction as 
the arc and tangent to the arc if the endpoint of the line is in contact with the arc 
(upper right in Figure 3.11). If both the points in a contact point pair are endpoints, 
the case is the same as the situation of the endpoint line-to-line contact in Figure 3.7 
and Figure 3.8. 
" 1 、 PI， 
n w t, ^ y ^ 
Figure 3.11 Possible concave arc-line contact configurations 
For the case of line-to-arc contact, which with a line as the first input of geometry 
instead of an arc, and an arc as the second input instead of a line, the closest 
distance(s) and the corresponding contact point pair(s) are the same as the arc-to-line 
contact. The only difference is the normal and tangent vectors are defined on the line 
(first input) with opposite directions to the arc-to-line contact. Therefore, only the 
arc-to-line contact implementation is enough. The arc-to-arc contact is not 
implemented in our collision algorithm. 
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3.1.4 Kinematics calculation procedures 
Figure 3.12, Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 summarize the calculation procedures of 
line-to-line contact, arc-to-line contact and normal and tangent vectors. The collision 
detection procedures are also presented in this section. 
A. Line-to-line contact kinematics calculation 
Check if the lines are parallel 
Calculate 4 line-to-point distances from the endpoints of 
another line and their closest contact point pairs 
. i 
Identify the type of the configuration 
i 
Determine the closest contact point pair 
i 
Add negative sign to distance with intersection 
r 
Return the final output of the closest distance and the 
corresponding contact point pair 
• Figure 3.12 Line-to-line distance and contact points pair calculation 
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B. Arc-to-line contact kinematics calculation 
Check if the arc is convex or concave 
Convex Concave 
I � I I � I 
Calculate 2 arc-to-point distances Calculate 2 arc-to-point distances 
from endpoints of line, 2 line-to-point from endpoints of line, 2 line-to-point 
distances from endpoints of arc and 1 distances from endpoints of arc, and 
line-to-point distance from the origin their corresponding closest contact 
of arc, and their corresponding point pairs 
closest contact point pairs 
1 i 
Add negative sign to distance with Add negative sign to distance with 
intersection intersection 
1 i 
Return the final output of the closest Find the most minimum 2 distances 
distance and the corresponding h 
contact point pair 
The 2 distances are smaller than the 
tolerance? 
,_^ 
Yes W 1 No Return the final output as 2 distances Return 1 most minimum distance and and 2 pairs of contact points th  corresp nding contact poi ts pair 
Figure 3.13 Arc-to-line distance and contact points pair calculation 
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C. Normal and tangent vector calculation 
Check if the contact point pair are endpoints 
Non-endpoint contact Endpoint contact 
Point on line Point on arc Form 2 lines from the 
m axes of rotation to the 2 
• contact points 
* I 
Both normal and Both normal and • 
tangent are unit tangent are unit ^ ^ 
vectors at the first vectors at the first Calculate the 2 angle 
point of the contact point of the contact bisectors of the 2 lines 
points pair. points pair. H 
Normal: points Normal: points • 
towards the block towards the block ^ ^ 
side of the line side of the arc, The tangent line lies 
Tangent: Same perpendicular to the between the two axes 
direction as the line tangent vector h 
Tangent: Same • 
direction as the arc, 
tangent to the arc Normal direction always 
points towards the axis of 
the first input (Ol) 
Tangent vector by rotating 
normal vector 90° 
clockwise 
Figure 3.14 Normal and tangent vector calculation 
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D. Collision detection procedure 
I 1 1 "J 1 1 1 — I 1 1— 
6 - -
： \ V / ^ ^ ^ ^ T 
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Figure 3.15 Input groups of geometries 
The inputs of the collision detection algorithm are groups of continuous lines or arcs. 
The collision detection of two groups of geometries is performed first. The closest 
distances and the corresponding contact point pairs between each line or arc of one 
group to that of another group are calculated. The output of the collision detection 
between two groups equals to a specified maximum number of contact to increase 
the efficiency of the algorithm. Figure 3.15 shows an example of application of the 
collision detection algorithm in an escapement mechanism. Group 1 (impulse pin) 
contacts with Group 2 (lever fork) with maximum two contacts as the line of the pin 
may contact with the concave arcs of group 2 with two contacts. Although there are 
two curves in Group 1 and five curves in Group 2, the algorithm automatically 
selects the minimum two sets of distances and corresponding contact points pairs. If 
one of the distances between two groups of geometries is smaller than a prescribed 
tolerance, it is identified as a real contact and the normal and tangent vector of the 
corresponding contact points pair are calculated. Figure 3.16 gives an overview of 
the collision detection procedures. 
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Inputs: Groups of possible contact geometries 
i 
Collision detections for each 2 possible contact groups 
. i . 
Calculations of distances and corresponding contact 
points pairs, (no. of output equals a prescribed 
maximum no. of contact between each 2 groups) 
. T 
Check if the distances are smaller than the tolerance 
i 
Calculation of normal and tangent vector if smaller than 
tolerance (i.e. for case of real contact) 
T 
Output: closest distances, contact points pairs, normal 
and tangent vector for real contact 
Figure 3.16 Collision detection procedures 
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3.2 Obtaining the solutions 
The absolute positions, velocities and accelerations, the normal and tangent vectors 
of all possible contact points can be obtained from the collision detection algorithm. 
After evaluating the relative displacements, velocities and accelerations, the 
configuration of the system can be determined according to the configuration index 
(2.28). The term h in all sets of equations of motion, W , w of sliding contact 
and W, ,会ma and N , of impact are finally calculated to solve for the 
corresponding LCP formulations of the particular equation of motion in (2.50), (2.64) 
and (2.91). The following are the three sets of equations of motion; 
1. Equations of motion without contact (2.29): 
Mq-h{q,q,t) = 0 e 识, 
2. LCP for sliding contact (2.50): 
( g ) (W'M-\W + N.) (w'M-'h + w\ 
Uz/oJ I 0 J U J I 0 J ^ V ‘ ^ V '"-v-' ^ V 
y A ^ b 
/ •• \ / -N / .. \T / 
f g 1 ⑷ f 
>0, >0, = 0 
y * y * 
3. LCP for compression and restitution of impact: 
LCP for compression of impact (2.64): 
� ( w ^ M - w , I / ] ( A A 5” 
= + e 
I A o c J I Ns—Is 0 人 Zc J V 0 j 
^ V ‘ > V ‘ ‘ V ‘ ^ V ‘ 
y A X h 
\ • \ / . \ 7' / ^ N 
容c 1 ^c ^c M c 
> 0, > 0, = 0 
^^roc ) V^c y V A oc ) v^c y ^ y ‘ ^ V ‘ ^ V ‘ ^ V ‘ 
y X y X 
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LCP for restitution of impact (2.91): 
(SE ] 7 / ) ⑷ 丨阶 
= + G 
l^ roj I s^-^ s 0 人Z五 J I ( 没 , 
V V y V Y V ^ / 
y A X b 
/ • \ f • \ / . f • \ 
gE ^P SE MPI 
>0 , >0 , = 0 
^ V • ^ V ‘ ^ V • ‘ V ‘ 
y X y X 
3.3 Revised numerical treatment for LCP solving 
In section 2.8 in Chapter 2，it is mentioned that the positive semi definite (PSD) 
property of matrices A of in LCP (2.50), (2.64) and (2.91) guarantee the 
solvability at least in frictionless case or for system with moderate friction. The PSD 
property of matrix A may be destroyed due to the storing error in computer. 
Therefore the PSD property of matrix A should be maintained. For frictionless 
cases, the matrix A is of the form: 
'B r � 
A 
where B = W^M'^W is a square symmetric positive definite matrix. The PSD 
property of A can be maintained by keeping B be PD. It is done by using Schur 
decomposition: 
If C is a square matrix with complex entries, then C can be expressed as: 
C ^ Q ' U Q (3.19) 
where 0 is a unitary matrix, Q* is the conjugate transpose of Q，and U is an 
upper triangular matrix called the Schur form that the diagonal entries of U are 
exactly the eigenvalues of C . 
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Since 5 is a square real matrix, it can be decomposed using Schur decomposition: 
B = P^UP (3.20) 
where P is a unitary matrix and the diagonal entries of U are real eigenvalues of 
B. 
Once it is checked that there exists negative eigenvalues of B due to storing error, 
B is decomposed using (3.20). The entries of U with negative eigenvalues, 
which are usually with very small negative values, are corrected to exactly zero or 
A 
very small positive value. The new Schur form U is then at least PSD or PD, and 
thus the new matrix: 
B = P'UP (3.21) 
A 
is also at least PSD or PD. Practically, the entries of B and B are nearly the 
same. 
The PSD property of the matrix A can be maintained using (3.21) that 
/ A \ 
D � 
A = (3.22) 
l - ^ o j 
Finally, the LCP problems are solved by free LCP solver PATH4.6.02 solver [39]. 
3.4 Integration procedure of simulation 
The integration procedure in our simulation tool is an event driven fixed time step 
algorithm referred to [36]. It is depicted in Figure 3.17. The configuration index of 
the system is updated at every time step according to the current generalized 
coordinates evaluated by the kinematics calculation algorithm developed in section 
3.1. The equations of motion without contact, LCP of sliding contact and LCPs of 
impact for compression and restitution are solved for next time step according to the 
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configuration (the configuration index) of the system. After solving the LCPs of 
impact, the LCP of sliding contact is solved at once since the impact at a contact 




^ H l l h IS empty someg^ <0 
without contact ， | | ^ • 
II ^ H m ^ ^ l l f Yes 
I 
LCPs of impact 
LCP of sliding ^ H for compression • 
^ and restitution H 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Generalized coordinates at 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ next time step 
Figure 3.17 Integration procedure of the simulation 
An event driven algorithm with varying time step depending on the relative 
displacements of the bodies is tried: Once penetration is detected, the solution is 
resolved using previous time step configuration, but with halved time step. 
Theoretically, the varying time step algorithm has better accuracy by avoiding 
penetration that occurs in algorithm using fixed time step. Practically, the varying 
time step algorithm does not work as the time step may become very small that the 
computer identifying it as exactly zero. 
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3.5 Verification example 
Figure 3.18 A bouncing and rolling ball on an inclined plane 
A ball with generalized coordinate q = [x y in Figure 3.18 is free falling 
from initial position q � = [a:� y � 氏 f . The coefficient of friction n is assumed 
to be large enough such that there is no sliding on the inclined plane. Simulations of 
the dynamics of the ball by classical mechanics and by our developed simulation 
tool are conducted. The result of the latter approach is then compared with the result 
of the former approach to verify the correctness of the simulation algorithm. 
3.5.1 Classical mechanics approach 
There are three sets of equations of motion to describe the dynamics of the ball: 
1. Equations of motion without contact 
2. Equations of motion for impact (assume no sliding) 
3. Equations of motion for rolling (assume no sliding) 
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A. Equations of motion without contact 
'm 0 OJxl「0 _ 
0 m 0 y + mg = 0 (3.23) 
0 0 4 沒 J L� 
2 
where j = - m r ^ (3.24) 
is the moment of inertia of the ball about its center of mass 
y f 
p 
Figure 3.19 Free body diagram of the ball 
B. Equations of motion for rolling on the inclined plane 
Figure 3.19 shows the reaction forces on the ball at the contact point P. Since there is 
no sliding, the translational and angular acceleration of the rolling ball on the 
inclined plane is related by: 
X~\ 「COSCK ,汽 ^  
= - r e (3.25) 
y sin or 
Equations of Motion: 
^ = mx=> - Rf^ sin a + Rj. cosa = -r cosaO 
^Fy = my ^ Rf^ cos a + Rj-s'm a - mg = -r sin ad (3.26) 
Mp = JO + mryjx^ + y^ => rmgsin« = ^mr^O + mr{r6) 
which are equivalent to: 
-
r.. .. ；,•17' 5g sin a cos or 5esin^ a 5 e sin a 
X y 0 = — 
L 7 7 � （3.27) 
D D 2mgsina ^N = rng cos a, R,�,=——^ 
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The minimum value of // to avoid sliding is: 
^ = - t a n « (3.28) 
RN 7 
C. Equations of motion for impact without sliding： 
According to Figure 3.19 the normal vector n, the tangent vector t and the 
velocity of the contact point P Vp are: 
- s i n « l cos a 
n = ,t = 
_ cos a � Lsino^ 
(3.29) 
• x_ cos a . . 
= +<9_ X (-rn) = + r 
少_」 Lsina 
where subscript"-" indicates motion before impact and “+，，after impact. 
Vq is the velocity of the point at the center of mass of the ball. 
System Momenta before impact + External Momenta = System Momenta after 
impact 
(3.30) 
where subscript “ N ” indicates motion in normal direction, “ T ” in tangential 
direction and “ 6 “ indicates it is an angular motion. 
A is the external impulse from the inclined plane. 
Using Poisson's hypothesis: 
_ impulse for expansion — mVpN+ 
N impulse for compression -mvp"— (3.31) 
we obtain 
A" = + (3.32) 
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Since there is no sliding, the ball rotates with instantaneous center of rotation about 
the contact point after impact. Therefore, we have 
Vpr+ = 0, and = 七 入 = 从 r (3.33) 
The minimum friction to avoid sliding is 
VpT-
J U > - ^ (3.34) 
Solving equations (3.30)，(3.32) and (3.33), the relationship between the generalized 
coordinates before and after impact is: 
5cos^ a . 2 / 5 � . 2 � • 1 r fw sin a (s^ + - ) sin a cos a cos a � . n 
. / 5 � . 5sin2 a 2 2 . - . , c � 
夕 + = {Ef^ + ~ - ) sin a cos a e^^ cos a sin« y (3.35) 
Ir Ir Ir 
e 5 5 . 2 Q 
- + - cos« sin a — _ - . 
Ir Ir 1 
Equations (3.23), (3.27) and (3.35) describe the dynamics of the ball without contact, 
the dynamics of rolling and impact respectively. 
3.5.2 Pre-calculation before application 
The kinematics relationship of each mechanism is independent. Before application, 
the kinematics relationship of the simulation mechanism has to be specified, to solve 
for the equations of motion and the corresponding LCP in equations (2.29), (2.50), 
(2.64) and (2.91) in Chapter 2. In this section, we demonstrate application of the 
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Simulation Matrices in equations of motion: 
w 0 0 r 0 
M = Q m 0 ， h= -mg (3.36) 
0 0 - m r ^ 0 
L 5 J 」 
The relative displacement in normal direction between the contact point P on the 
ball and the inclined plane is: 
tan« 1 ” � 
gN = I — I (3.37) 
VI + tan a Vl + tan a 
The relative velocity is: 
X 
0 1 r ； . 
w tL^ 
� ‘ 
where r* = \ =-rn (3.39) 
w 
is the vector from the center of mass of the ball to the contact point P. 
Expressing in normal and tangential direction using (3.29), 
g r = t ' g (3.40) 
and comparing with equation (2.18) and (2.19): 
+ (2.18) 
gy. = w l q + wj. (2.19) 
we obtain 
• l7' 
WN =wn = [- sin a cos a r* cos a + r* sin a 
Wj. =wt = cosa sin a r* sin« -r^* cos« ^ (3.41) 
w^ =0 
From the relative acceleration 
1 0 - r； r； 
^ = n 1 . + ( - . ( 句 2 ) (3.42) 
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and comparing with equations (2.20) and (2.21) 
Sn + (2-20) 
gr = w^q + Wj- (2.21) 
we obtain 
Wj^ 二 n^w = {r* sin a - r* 
_ . . (3.43) 
Wy. = f w = -(r* cos a + r; sin a)(dy 
Equations (3.36)，(3.41) and (3.43) are used to solve for the equations of motion and 
the corresponding LCP in equations (2.29), (2.50), (2.64) and (2.91) in Chapter 2. 
3.5.3 Simulation results 
The motion of the ball was simulated using the following simulation parameters: 
m = 1kg，a = 30° , r = Im, /i = 1 (high enough to avoid sliding), 
g = 9 . 8 1 m s ' ^，= 0 . 5 , Sj^  = v = 0, 
[ � 少 。 ^ o r = [ l O 7.5 or ， [ ； t � 少 。 么 f =[0 0 0]7 ， 
.^ 0 夕。氏 r = [ 0 -mg o f 
Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21 show the displacement-time graphs of the ball in 
y-direction simulated by the classical mechanics approach and by our simulation 
tool respectively. There is no obvious difference in the results of the simulations 
between classical mechanics approach and our simulation tool. The maximum 
numerical difference is only 10"^  m in all the results. The comparison verifies our 
simulation tool is correct, at least for the above example. 
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Figure 3.21 Displacement-time graph of the ball in y-direction by our simulation tool 
It is noteworthy that during the rolling period (r « 1 to end), the result was a period 
of many successive impacts with bouncing velocity in both x and y directions. But 
the acceleration of the rolling period by our simulation tool equals (with very small 
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numerical error) to the theoretical estimation by equations (3.27). Thus it can be 
concluded that a period of successive impacts by our simulation tool is equivalent to 
a period of sliding contact, if the time step is small enough. 
3.6 Chapter summary 
This chapter elaborates the development process of our simulation tool, based on the 
formulations of P. Pfeiffer and Ch. docker's multibody dynamics theory. First of all, 
the representations of the two specific geometries, line and arc, are defined. The 
collision detection functions between two lines (line-to-line contact) and between an 
arc and a line (arc-to-line/line-to-arc contact) are then implemented. The simulation 
solutions are obtained by solving the LCP formulations of the particular contact type, 
with the additional kinematics information evaluated by the collision detection 
functions. We revised the numerical treatment in processing the data during 
computation to improve the stability of computation. The LCPs were solved by the 
reliable LCP solver PATH. We adopted the event driven integration procedure used 
in simulation examples by P. Pfeiffer and Ch. Glocker. Afterward, the simulation 
tool was verified by a simple example and showed nice results. In order to employ 
the simulation tool, kinematics relationship within the target mechanism has to be 
derived first. The simulation tool can be applied to real cases after combining the 
derived kinematics relationship and the collision detection algorithm. Such 
application procedures were demonstrated in the verification example 
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Chapter 4 
Application to Swiss Lever Escapement 
In this chapter, the simulation tool developed in Chapter 3 is applied to a Swiss lever 
escapement. Before application, the working principle of Swiss lever escapement is 
explained. We simulated the motion of a Swiss lever escapement by our simulation 
tool. Results of kinematics graphs and snapshots of the simulation movie are shown. 
A motion analysis was conducted according to the simulation movie. Results of 
simulation of the Daniel's coaxial escapement are then presented to illustrate the 
significance of geometric design. Several simulations for dependence studies using 
different simulation parameters are also mentioned. 
4.1 Working principle of Swiss lever escapement 
Swiss lever escapement is the most common escapement in mechanical watch. The 
working mechanism consists of impulse, draw, lock and unlock four main phases in 
order. The working principle is shown in the following section. 
A. The impulse phase 
In the left figure of Figure 4.1，the escape wheel rotates anticlockwise. The impulse 
face of the wheel slides along the impulse face of the pallet (right figure of Figure 
4.1). The escape lever receives the impulse and then rotates. The balance wheel 
receives the impulse torque at the impulse pin from the escape lever. Elastic energy 
is stored in the hairspring if the angular displacement of balance wheel is not zero. 
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Figure 4.1 Working mechanism of impulse phase 
B. The draw phase 
The draw phase refers to the sliding motion between the escape wheel and the lock 
faces of the pallets. After the impulse, the escape wheel begins to engage the other 
pallet. Figure 4.2 shows the draw motion between the left pallet and the escape 
wheel. The escape lever slightly rotates to one of the guard pin. The draw motion is 
important to keep the lever contacts firmly to the guard pins and prevent rotation 
during the balance wheel is rotating. It may cause failure of the mechanism if the 
impulse pin of the balance wheel cannot hit the escape lever correctly (the internal 
faces of the "fork") during returning to zero angular displacement position. 画國 
Figure 4.2 Working mechanism of draw phase 85 
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C. The lock phase 
The lock phase is depicted in Figure 4.3. At the end of the draw phase, the escape 
wheel, the pallets, the escape lever and the guard pins keep in contact by the external 
input torque to the escape wheel. The balance wheel rotates according to the 
frequency estimated by equation (1.1). 
s 
Figure 4.3 Working mechanism of lock phase 
D. The unlock phase 
The impulse pin of the balance wheel hit the internal faces of the "fork" of the 
escape lever. The impact releases the engagement of the escape wheel and the 
escape lever. The escape wheel then contacts with the impulse face of the pallets to 
start another impulse. Figure 4.4 shows the unlock phase of the left pallet. 
國 _ 
Figure 4.4 Working mechanism of unlock phase 
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4.2 Simulation of Swiss lever escapement 







• - z z -
.2. j \\\� -
.4 - -
I 1 1 I I 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 
Figure 4.5 Initial input of the design profile 
We used a Swiss lever escapement design commonly found in mechanical watch as 
an example of the application of the simulation algorithm. The Swiss lever 
escapement is designed referred to the design technique in [21], which is an 
equidistance impulse design. Figure 4.5 shows the design input profile of initial 
condition [(9、,， 6, J = [o 0 of (in degree), where , 6, and are the 
angular displacement of the escape wheel, escape lever and the balance part 
• respectively. The input consists of only the possible contact surfaces for efficient 
computation. In the following sections, the application of our simulation tool to the 
Swiss lever escapement in Figure 4.5 is demonstrated. The pre-calculation of 
kinematics is shown first in the next section 4.2.1. Afterward, simulation results of 
the Swiss lever escapement are shown in section 4.2.2. 
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4.2.1 Pre-calculation of kinematics 
Escapement mechanism consists of bodies rotating about fixed axes. The kinematics 
of rotating bodies has to be studied before simulation. 
The velocity of a point P on a rotating object about a fixed axis is 
Vp =cokx tp = 0 X r^p = r乂p co (4.1) 
< « � 0 � [ 0 
where r^ is the vector from the axis to point P, 
Vp is the translational velocity of point P, 
CO is the angular velocity of the object. 
The acceleration of a point P on a rotating object is 
0] M 卜 _ 
Up =akxrp - co r^,, = 0 x r 少尸 - c o ^ (4.2) 
0 J 0 _ 
where Up is the translational acceleration of point P， 
a is the angular velocity of the object. 
For system consists of only rotating bodies, the generalized coordinates, velocities 
and accelerations of the system are 
9 = … e „ ' \ 
q = [&>1 cOj ... co„ \ and (4.3) 
夺 = h «2 ... 
where ， = co* and = a r e the angular displacement, velocity and 
acceleration of body i. 
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Comparing (4.1) and (4.2) with equation (2.17) and (2.16): 
Vpi =JpA + lpn^P2=Jp2(l + lp2 
(2.17) 
«p/ =Jpi '4 + Jpi ’ api =Jp2 'q + jp2 
(2.16) 
We obtain the Jacobian matrices of a contact points pair PI and P2: 
J Pi = [ - > 厂 讽 0 ] 7 
L = [ 0 0 o f fori = 1,2 (4.4) 
hi V / 0]' 
The contact matrices w；^ , W j . ，，， w , ^ and Wj of each contact pair PI 
and PI are then evaluated using (2.22) - (2.27): 
Wn = Jl^n^ + (2.22) 
Wj = + Jipit 2 (2.23) 
^N =7P>i+7/2«2 (2.24) 
^T=JpA+Jp2 t2 (2.25) 
环 " = ( 2 . 2 6 ) 
Wr=] lA+J l2<2 (2.27) 
4.2.2 Simulation results 
In this section, a simulation of the Swiss lever escapement is conducted using the 
following simulation parameters (named as set A) referred to [19], [21] and [40]. 
Kinematics graphs and visualization of the simulation are shown, followed by 
motion analysis. 
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Simulation parameters of set A: 
Moment of inertia: 
Escape whee l :人=0.0000Ikgmm^ Escape level: J, = 0.0000Ikgmm^ 
Balance part: J^ = 0.003kgmm^ 
Input torque to the escape wheel: 1 Nmm 
Hairspring constant: 1.2905 x 10"^  Nmm/rad 
Coefficient of friction: 0.1 for all contacts, friction at the 3 joints were neglected 
Coefficient of restitution: 0.1 for contacts in normal and tangential direction 
Feasible range of escape lever: -11.5° to 11.5° 
Initial conditions: [e^ e, 6,, J =[之 6, (9^  ] = [o 0 of (in degree) 
Duration of simulation: from t = 0 second to t = 180 seconds 
The escapement mechanism was simulated for 180 seconds. The escapement 
mechanism reaches steady after 120 seconds, with maximum angular displacement 
about 276 degrees. A period of steady state motion (t =179.4s to 179.75s) is 
extracted and visualized in movie. The angular displacement-time graphs and 
angular velocity-time graphs of the extracted period of motion are depicted in Figure 
4.6, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 respectively. The extracted period of motion is 
described in the following timeline from observation of visualization of the 
simulation. The period of the mechanism was 0.303 second. 
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X Angular Displacement of Escape Wheel 
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Figure 4.8 Angular displacement-time graph and angular velocity-time graph of 
the balance wheel 
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Angular Displacement of Escape Lever 
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Figure 4.8 Angular displacement-time graph and angular velocity-time graph of 
the balance wheel 
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Angular Displacement of Balance Wheel 
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Figure 4.8 Angular displacement-time graph and angular velocity-time graph of 
the balance wheel 
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Table 4.1 Motion timeline of the Swiss lever escapement during t =179.4s to t = 
179.75s 
Time Motion description 
t = 179.423 
, ,__…7”229 I _ ^ , Start of unlock phase at the 
6. . right pallet. 
� T h e impulse pin hit the 
4- C f 
• , escape lever with 
V \ C / / 
2. \ \ J . detachment; 
� The escape lever rotated 
0 - � ‘ 
anti-clockwise, which forced 
2 - J 丨  . � � - the escape wheel to rotate 
J \ .., 
clockwise. 
.4 - -
I I 1 I 1 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 
Phase: Unlock (right) 
t = 179.424 No contact between all 
I = 179.4239 N 
‘ ‘ ^ ^ ‘ ‘ bodies: The escape lever 
- detached from the impulse 
p , . . . 
鼻 • / \ pin anti-clockwise because 
c 、、 
\ ) ^ / / the impact force was large 
2 � \ \ i 
2- . _ � I 广 ‘ e n o u g h ; 
/ 
� The impulse transmitted to 
j 一一' the escape wheel through the 
•2- j \ -
J \ \ escape lever, causing the 
•4- - escape wheel detached from 
I ) I I \ 1 i 
-6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 
T T 1 " • 1 � the pallet. 
Phase: Unlock (right) 
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t = 179.425 
1 = 179.4249 I 
‘ ‘ ^ ‘ ‘ The impulse pin hit the 
6- ( ) - escape lever again but 
P . 
without detachment (hit then 
c 
< . stick on); 
. o w -
^ I 厂 No contact between the 
� ^ ^ ^ escape wheel and the escape 
�z . lever, the escape lever and the 
J \ X guard pin. 
-4 - End of the unlock phase. 
I I I 1 I 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 
Phases: Unlock (right) 
t = 179.427 
t = 179.4269 S 
1 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ Start of the impulse phase at 
r t 
6 - - the right pallet. 
I The escape wheel hit the 
Q , , 
. / ,/ escape lever (almost at the 
J \ \ -f 
2 O \ \ I 
\ r end of the right pallet' 
� Z � impulse face) without 
/ - � - . 
detachment; (hit then slid) 
.. / " 
-2- / \ \ . , -
\ The impulse pin detached 
•4- - from the escape lever after 
I I 1 1 1 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 
sliding. 
Phases: Impulse (right) 
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t = 179.428 
; .』• t = 179,4279 S一—. …… 〜-—.一一. 
‘ ‘ ~zr ‘ 广 The escape wheel slid with 
6 - - right pallet of the escape 
: lever; 
/ / / The escape lever hit the 
, \ t 
impulse pin with detachment, 
一 ‘ S 
^ ^ which forced the balance 
wheel to rotate clockwise. 
-2- J \ -
I 
.4 - -
I I 1 1 1 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 
Phases: Impulse (right) 
t = 179.429 
t = 179.4289 N 
"I ' t 1— 1 —1 1 
r% 
6 \ Q -
C \ \ The escape wheel detached \ \ , -
I / 
乂 I J from the escape lever; 
\ f , . 
^ ^ / The impulse pin detached 
— — 
D y � from the escape lever, end of 
y ^ the impulse phase. 
-4 - -
I . . I I 1 I 1 j 
-6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 
Phases: Impulse (right) 
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t = 179.430 Start of the draw phase at the 
left pallet; The draw angle 
1 = 179.4296 S — ‘ " " — 
‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ was very small. 
6 - The escape wheel hit the 
\ • ’ _ 
， escape lever. The escape 
4- j -
^ i J lever hit the guard pin; 
� 
[ The impulse pin freely 
一 广 . 
rotated clockwise, with 
0 - z � -
…— maximum angular 
-•' 1 
I \ \ � ^ displacement -276°; 
.4. - The escape wheel maintained 
I I 1 1 1 
- 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 
contact with the escape lever; 
Phases: Draw (left), followed by free rotation of 
The escape lever maintained 
balance wheel (left lock) 
contact with the guard pin. 
t = 179.574 
t = 179,5738 S 
‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ Start of the unlock phase at 
6 - (丨) ‘ the left pallet; The unlock 
\ r motion was very small. 
4 - 产 
Vi 1 j 
\ ( The balance wheel returned 
、： h x \ [ , . 
^ ^ / from its maximum angular 
. 一 - -
‘‘ 5 displacement. The impulse 
Z 梦 一 
/ pin hit the escape lever, the 
/ 
-2 - I , •..�� -
J \ ) escape lever started to rotate 
.4. . clockwise. 
I I I I I 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 
Phases: Unlock (left) 
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t = 179.576 
1= 179.5758 I 
1 1 1 1 1 
- . 0 -
4 \ • The impulse pin slid with the 
C ‘ / • 
� / ! escape lever; 
K \ f . 
2 [ The escape wheel detached 
0 ^ from the left pallet of the 
J __ escape lever. 
-2 - I \ \ \ -
-J \ \ ‘ End of the unlock phase. 
-4 - -
I I I 1 i_ 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 
Phases: Unlock (left) 
t = 179.577 
‘ t= 179.5768 S 
‘ ？ ‘ I 1 1 1 
6 - - Start of impulse phase at the 
^ ) � < left pallet. 
4 - ^ I 
I .' 
/ I J The escape wheel hit the 
K \ 丨 " 
2 / escape lever (almost at the 
� ^ start of the left pallet's 
J ^ impulse face); 
-2 - , \ -
-J \ \ ^ The impulse pin detached 
.4 _ - from the escape lever. 
1 I 1 1 I 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 
Phases: Impulse (left) 
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t = 179.576 
t = 179.5789 S 
J , r 1 1 1 1 
n 
6- O -
a , . 
j The escape lever hit the 
4 - C 、 “ 
�‘�J / / / impulse pin, which forced the 
2 V \ \ r _ 
2 ^ _ / balance wheel to rotate 
^ anti-clockwise; 
� - Z z . ' -
I The escape wheel slid with 
� I \ \ � • 
J \ \ the left pallet on the escape 
.4 - - lever. 
I I ‘ ‘ ‘ 
-6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 
Phases: Impulse (left) 
t = 179.58 
t = 179.58 N 
, . 八 1 
6- O -
^ : j , The escape wheel detached 
,\ 
\ \ / / I 仔om the left pallet of escape 
2" I : lever, end of the impulse 
D ^ ^ ^ ^ phase; 
乂 / - - The escape lever detached 
.2- y � -
J \ \ ^ from the impulse pin, 
I I ' ' I ' 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 i 6 
Phases: Impulse (left) 
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t = 179.576 
Start of the draw phase at the 
, , , , right pallet. 
6. ^ ^ - The escape wheel hit the 
^ I f . escape lever, which forced 
- ^ 11 
) , , / / the escape lever to rotate 
V \ \ / ^ 
� \ w 
2 - / , “ clockwise; 
/ � 
0 ^ The escape lever slid with the 
y / 一 impulse pin, which forced the 
-2- J \ -
\ balance wheel to rotate 
“ - - anti-clockwise; 
I I I I 1 I I 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 
The draw angle is larger than 
Phases: Draw (right) 
the left draw. 
t = 179.582 
1 = 179.582 S 
1 1 1 I 1 
6 - - The impulse pin detached 
Ys 
j I from the escape lever 
4 - \ " -
\ J . ( / anti-clockwise with max. 
2 � \ \ \ � 
2' ^ I 厂 - angular displacement 276"; 
D ^ ^ ^ ^ The escape wheel maintained 
. ‘ ‘ contact with the escape lever; 
•2- j \ \ � � -
\ \ � The escape lever maintained 
.4 - - contact with the guard pin. 
I I 1 I I 1 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 
Phases: Free rotation of balance wheel (right lock) 
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t = 179.726 
t = 179.7259 S 
I T 1 1 1 1 1 
f \ 
6 - Q ' Start of the unlock phase at 
^ 11 the right pallet. 
/ / ( / / The impulse pin hit the 
� \ f 
,____ I escape lever; 
D ^ Start of the next period. 
� 丨 � . � -
.1 \ � ‘ . 
.4 - -
I I 1 1 1 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 
Phases: Unlock (right) 
Motion analysis 
Although the design is an equidistant impulse design, the impulse phases on the left 
and on the right were not equal. The asymmetric characteristic occurred at every 
period according to the above timeline history in Table 4.1. It was observed that the 
right pallet received impulse from the escape wheel almost at the end of its impulse 
face, but the left pallet received impulse almost at the start of its impulse face. It was 
because the angle between the locking faces of the left pallet and the escape wheel 
was smaller than that of the right pallet and the escape wheel, a larger force was 
needed to unlock the left pallet. Consequently, the left pallet received impulse earlier 
than the right pallet did after the unlock motion. The differences of the two unlock 
phases were found in the upper graph in Figure 4.6. It was observed that the first 
downward shape edge at around t = 179.42s (right unlock) was smaller than the 
second downward shape edge at around t = 179.57s (left unlock). The upward shape 
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edges at around t = 179.43s and t = 179.58s were due to the penetration of the 
simulation. The penetration can be reduced by using smaller time step. It was found 
that the draw angle was little at the left pallet, but the draw action at the right was 
obvious. In the lower figure of Figure 4.6，the angular velocity of the escape wheel 
was not zero but bouncing from 0 degree/s to 1000 degree/s during the lock phase. It 
was because the locking motion was shown in the simulation as many successive 
impacts. These successive impacts still realized the unlock motion. Ideally, the 
successive impacts should be shown in the simulation as a period of "sliding". It was 
verified in section 3.5.3 of Chapter 3 that a series of solutions of successive impacts 
is equivalent to a series of solutions of sliding contact. 
4.3 More simulations 
As mentioned in Chapter 1，the design and material properties affect the time 
keeping accuracy and stability of escapement. In this section, more simulations are 
performed in order to study the effects of the design and material. Before application, 
the concept of theoretical optimal peak amplitudes of escapement mechanisms is 
introduced in the following. 
4.3.1 Theoretical optimal peak amplitudes 
The center of mass of the balance wheel, which is the most massive part of the 
balance part, is inevitably not located at the rotation axis due to manufacturing error. 
Theoretically, optimal peak amplitudes can reduce the error induced by unbalance 
center of mass. Peak amplitudes of the balance wheel (or balance part) should 
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be chosen around 270 degree to 300 degree for better stability and accuracy. 
Moreover, the induced error is much higher if the peak amplitudes are lower than 
220 degree [19]. In the following sections, the peak amplitudes of the balance wheel 
(or balance part) are used as a measure of the performance of escapement 
mechanisms. 
4.3.2 Simulation of coaxial escapement 
Our objective is to develop a simulation tool for design optimization of complex 
mechanisms. In this section, in order to examine the geometric design effect, we 
applied our simulation tool to the Daniel's coaxial escapement depicted in Figure 4.9. 
The parameters used in simulation are exactly the same as the simulation parameter 
set A in section 4.2. The only different is the geometric design, and using smaller 
input torque 0.5 Nmm instead of 1 Nmm. 
Escape Lever i Guard Pins 
Balance Wheel t I l T ^ ^ '、义 J I f f f \ 
- k m 
Balance S t a f f ^ 1 Coaxial Wheel 
Figure 4.9 Daniel's coaxial escapement 
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A. Simulation results 
Table 4.2 Motion timeline of Daniel's coaxial escapement during t =179.6779s to t = 
179.981s 
t = 179.6779 Start of unlock. 
8| ‘ ‘ ‘ ' " r” ‘ 1 1 The balance wheel rotated 
\ 
！f anticlockwise and hit the 
6 - -
\ \ ^ escape lever; 
4- n ^ 
The escape lever started to 
�-：巧 � / A \ rotate clockwise; 
广 〜 / \ 1 \ . 
0- ( )" / - The left pallet slid against the 
^ � / 
\ v/ \ / surface of the escape wheel 
\ z -
during unlock 
.41 1 1 1 1 J 
- 8 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 
Phase: Unlock 
t = 179.683 
t = 179.683 I 
B| 1 1 1 1 1 
e I I The escape wheel received 
, � the torque from the 
\ mainspring , rotated 
^ � • > y A \ 
(V Z 、 、 卜 anticlockwise and finally hit 
O- Z \ J 
- � � - the middle pallet; 
y \ , / The escape lever received 
\ ‘ ^ impulse from the escape 
•4^. J ^ 1 古 1 
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t = 179.6849 
t = 179 6849 S 
8| 1 1 1 1 1 1 
It 
e - • if -
The escape wheel was locked 
4 - I ^ -
U by the right pallet; 
2 A 、 、 ） / \ \ The balance wheel rotated 
.41 1 1 1 1 1 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 
Phase: Lock 
t = 179.757 
t = 179767 S 
81 1 1 1 1 1 j 
. .II 
6 - / ; -
The escape wheel was still 
4 - j 
i locked by the right pallet; . y 
The balance wheel reached 
\ / \ ‘ 1 
n / 1 its maximum amplitude. 
丨卜 - 1 -
… 卜/ \ / 
X — ^ 
-41 1 1 1 1 J 
- 8 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 
Phase: Lock，maximum amplitude 
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t = 179.831 
81 , , '-17，s ^ , Start of the unlock phase. 
I The balance wheel rotated 
6 - I ! -
� clockwise and hit the escape 
\4 ‘ ‘ lever; 
The escape lever rotated 
c^ / V / . \ 
广 ^ / 4 anticlockwise; 
� � \ -
\ J , y The escape wheel slid with 
、 乂 Z I \ / 
/ \ \ / / 
- \ / the right pallet and eventually 
^ 
lost contact with the pallet 
.4I 1 1 1 1 1 r 
- 8 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 
Phase: Unlock 
t = 179.8349 The escape wheel received 
the torque from the 
1 = 179 8349 S 1 , 
81 1 1 1 1 1 mainspring and rotated 
1 \ anticlockwise; 
6- \ i -
^ the escape wheel hit the pallet 
\\ ^ 
4 - Vj 
\ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ on the balance part; 
2- ^ ^ \ \ \ The escape lever was rotated 
, � � 7 r \ 
. 广 / 'N \ by the balance wheel; 
� - �、 J \ - 7 -
V y ' \ \ / The balance wheel received 
\ / 4 / . 
‘ \ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ‘ the impulse from the escape 
^ wheel and rotated clockwise 
.41 1 1 1 1 1 
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t = 179.838 
t = 179.838 S 
81 1 —I 1 1 1 
6 - I -
y The escape wheel was locked 
4 . V-i 
^^^^^^^^ by the left pallet; 
, , V « \ The balance wheel rotated 
- �, : 7 T / \ 
广\ (V / 又 ^7 1 clockwise freely. 
�-C( ] / / -
.4 I 1 1 \ I 1 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 
Phase: Lock 
t = 179.908 
t = 179.908 S 
8 I 1 I 1 1 1 
\\ , 
6 - i, • -
4 - W -
The escape wheel was still 
2 _ \ \ \ . locked by the right pallet; 
、 丨 T 
广 ^ /' / \ ^ The balance wheel reached its 
D ) / / -
V y \ L ‘ ^ / maximum amplitude. 
.41 1 1 1 1 J 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 
Phase: Lock, maximum amplitude 
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t = 179.981 
t = 179 981 S 
81 1 1 1 1 1— 1 
\ \ 
6 - \ ； -
The balance wheel rotated 
\ \ 
\ \ 
anticlockwise from its 
, � \ maximum amplitude and 
� t / \ ‘ 
^； / ^ ____^  \ A started another unlock action 
0- C ( )• ‘ / / -
\ \ � j again. 
•2- \ ^ ^ - Start of the next period. 
-J 1 1 1 1 1 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 
Phase: Unlock 
Table 4.3 Comparison of peak amplitudes between the Swiss lever escapement and 
the Daniel's coaxial escapement 
Input torque (Nmm) Peak amplitudes . (degree) 
Swiss lever 0.5 199.5758 max -199.5044 min 
Daniel's coaxial 0.5 219.6981 max -219.8305 min 
B. Conclusions 
The snapshots and motion descriptions of an extracted steady state period from t = 
179.6779s to t = 179.981 are shown in Table 4.2. According to Table 4.3, it was 
found that the coaxial escapement attained higher peak amplitudes (about ±220°) 
than that of the Swiss lever escapement (about 土 200°) Because the fact mentioned 
in section 4.3.1 that the accuracy and stability of escapement are much lower if the 
peak amplitudes are lower than 士 220°, it can be conclude that the coaxial 
escapement can maintain a better accuracy and stability as the input power decades. 
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4.3.3 Simulations with different simulation parameters 
As mentioned in section 1.3.1 in Chapter 1，the time keeping frequency of a watch is 
related on the spring constant k of the hairspring and the moment of inertia J of 
the balance wheel about its rotation axis. Different materials have different values of 
spring constant and moment of inertia. In this section, the key objective of part A is 
to measure the relationship between the input torque and the peak amplitudes. The 
design input and the simulation parameters were the same as the simulation 
parameters set A in 4.2.2, except the initial input torque to the escapement. 
In part B, the design input and simulation parameters were also the same as the 
simulation parameters set A, but the values of the moment of inertia and the spring 
constant are different, in order to measure the dependence of material properties. 
A. Input torque dependence and theoretical optimal peak amplitudes 
Table 4.4 Relationship of input torque and peak amplitudes 
Input torque (Nmm) Peak amplitudes G^  (degree) 
0.5 199.5758 max -199.5044 min 
0.75 243.5250 max -243.4912 min 
1 275.5480 max -275.6162 min 
1.25 312.2367 max -312.2034 min 
1.5 333.0915 max -333.0210 min 
2 351.6333 max -351.9732 min 
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peak amplitude vs input torque 
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Figure 4.10 Plot of peak amplitude versus input torque 
From Table 4.4, it was observed that the input torque of 1 Nmm provided theoretical 
optimal peak amplitudes around 276 degree, which lay within the optimal range of 
peak amplitudes of escapement mechanism. 
B. Variations of material properties 
Table 4.5 Period versus spring constant 
k (X 10-3 J (kgmm2) Period estimated by Obtained period from 
Nmm/rad) T = 2n — (second) simulation (second) 
U 
0.12905 0.003 0.9580 0.9584 
0.5162 0.003 0.4790 0.4792 
0.90335 0.003 0.3621 0.3621 
1.2905 0.003 0.3029 0.3030 
5.162 0.003 0.1515 0.1515 
9.0335 0.003 0.1145 0.1146 
12.905 0.003 0.0958 0.0957 
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Table 4.6 Period versus moment of inertia 
k (X 10-3 J (kgmm2) Period estimated by Obtained period from 
Nmm/rad) T = 2n — (second� simulation (second) 
U 
1.2905 0.0003 0.09580 0.0961 
1.2905 0.0012 0.1916 0.1918 
1.2905 0.0021 0.2535 0.2535 
1.2905 0.003 0.3029 0.3030 
1.2905 0.012 0.6059 0.6061 
1.2905 0.021 0.8015 0.8017 
1.2905 0.03 0.9580 • 0.9583 
Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 show the period of the Swiss lever escapement under 
different values of spring constant and moment of inertia. By comparing the result 
with theoretical estimation in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6，the accuracy of our simulation 
tool is further verified. 
4.3.4 Relation of input complexity and computational time 
Table 4.7 Relation of input complexity and computational time 
No. of input geometry No. of possible contact pair Computational time for one 
second simulation (second) 
^ ^ 542 
m 17^ 
m ^ em 
^ 10240 29141 
^ 40960 139089 
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Figure 4.11 Plot of computational time versus number of possible 
contact pair 
Table 4.1 shows the relation between the computational time and the input geometry. 
Simulations were performed for one second simulation time. The geometry input of 
the simulation example in section 4.2.2 was used which consisted of 50 input 
geometries and had 160 pairs of possible contact. The computational time for the 
first simulation spent 542 seconds. For each simulation example, the input geometry 
(lines or arc) were then split into two equal segments such that the number of 
possible contact pair was quadrupled. It was found that the computational time was 
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4.4 Chapter summary 
Several simulations of Swiss lever escapement were conducted in this chapter. First 
of all, in the first simulation, asymmetric characteristic between the two impulse 
phases was found in an equidistance impulse design, which showed that our 
simulation tool is capable of revealing unpredictable mechanism phenomena, for 
example, failure of mechanism by improper initial conditions of geometric design, 
input torque, etc.. Simulations using different parameters were performed. We 
applied our simulation tool to the Daniel's coaxial escapement. It was found that the 
geometric design of the Daniel's coaxial escapement did improve the efficiency of 
escapement mechanism in mechanical watches. The coaxial escapement simulation 
also proved that the time keeping accuracy and stability of coaxial escapement is 
better than that of the Swiss lever escapement in the lower power condition. We 
demonstrate that our simulation tool can be used for design optimization, by 
performing simulation with different values of input torque such that the output peak 
amplitudes of the balance wheel lies within the optimal range. Simulations using 
different values of spring constant and moment of inertia were also conducted. The 
accuracy of our simulation tool was also further verified in these simulations. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions and Future works 
5.1 Conclusions 
Performance of a mechanism is influenced by design factors such as dimensions of 
design, input forces or torques; inherent factors such as material properties and 
friction; or external factors such as temperature and magnetic fields. An efficient and 
accurate simulation tool is essential for engineers and designers in understanding 
different aspects of a mechanism in kinematics, dynamics, parametric dependence, 
tolerance analysis, etc., before the full scale construction. Consequently, the 
optimization of mechanisms and the reduction of production cost can be achieved. 
Mechanism usually comprises of multiple bodies. Complex dynamical phenomena 
may involve in mechanisms in the presence of friction between the interacting 
bodies. Modelling of such complex phenomena is a problem. Classical Netwon's 
Laws are inadequate to tackle multiple contacts problems. Finite Element Analysis 
(FEA) method is believed to be accurate, but the long computational time and the 
instability of solution are the impediments to practical applications. Multibody 
dynamics is a possible alternative. Significant achievements of Multibody dynamics 
have been showed in recent decades. Complicated contact phenomena such as 
slip-stick transitions and reversal sliding in multiple contacts situation in the 
presence of friction, are formulated for kinematics and dynamics studies. The linear 
or nonlinear complementarity problems (LCP or NCP) formulations in some 
approaches enhance the solvability and stability of solutions. The rigid body 
assumption also provides adequate performance in the length of simulation time. 
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In this thesis, the approach by P. Pfeiffer and Ch. Glocker is adopted in developing 
our simulation tool. In their approach, multiple contacts are handled simultaneously 
and formulated into LCP formulations for two dimensional multiple contacts. 
Complex impact phenomena such as slip-stick transitions and reversal sliding are 
modelled by the modified Poisson's hypothesis, with the aid of complementarity 
unilateral contact laws to avoid penetration. The simultaneous approach is suitable 
for small mechanisms such as the escapement mechanism in mechanical watches. 
The ability of revealing complex contact phenomena and the guarantee on the 
solvability and the quality of solutions by the LCP properties are also the reasons of 
adoption of their approach to our simulation tool. In the aspect of software 
development, the systematic equations and the event driven integration procedure 
facilitate the implementation. In addition, their successful examples on different 
mechanism are the supporting evidence of the applicability. If mechanism involves 
three dimensional multiple contacts, the formulations become Nonlinear 
Complementarity Problem (NCP), which the solvability may not be guaranteed. For 
mechanisms involved only planar motions, all the contacts are formulated into LCP 
and thus the simulation are 2.5D. 
In our self-developed simulation tool, in order to facilitate the computation, a 
collision detection algorithm was specifically developed to calculate the necessary 
kinematics information. The collision detection algorithm is capable to handle 
geometries of line and circular arc. It calculates the absolute and relative positions, 
velocities and accelerations, the positions of contact points and the corresponding 
normal and tangent vectors at contact points. This kinematics information is used in 
solving the dynamic equations of motion of the particular types of contact, which are 
formulated into LCP, at every simulation time step. A revised numerical treatment 
was implemented to stabilize the computation. The simulation tool developed is 
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capable to handle two dimensional contact problems. Plots of displacements, 
velocities and accelerations enable the kinematics and dynamics studies of the 
mechanism. The visualization function of the simulation is embedded for motion 
analysis. The relationship between the design, contact parameters, material 
properties and the performance of the mechanism can be studied for design 
optimization of the mechanism. Before application to escapement mechanisms, the 
simulation tool was verified by a simple example. The results showed excellent 
coincidence with only very small numerical error, when comparing with the 
simulation results where classical mechanics was applied. 
The simulation tool was then applied to a Swiss lever escapement mechanism. Plots 
of displacements, velocities were shown together with the motion analysis from the 
visualization movie of one of the simulation. Asymmetric characteristic of the 
impulse phases was found though it was an equidistance impulse design. 
Furthermore, the simulation tool was applied to the Daniel's coaxial escapement to 
illustrate of the significance of the geometric design effect. It proved the superiority 
of coaxial escapement over the Swiss lever escapement in the aspect of time keeping 
accuracy and stability in low power condition. The simulation tool was then applied 
to the same Swiss lever escapement design but with different simulation parameters 
to examine the dependence of initial input torque and material factors. All the 
simulation results showed reliable accuracy, stability and ability of revealing 
unpredictable phenomena in mechanisms for design optimization, for example, 
failure of mechanism due to improper initial conditions. 
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5.2 Future works 
Although this thesis focuses on the simulation of escapement mechanism in 
mechanical watches, the ultimate goal is to apply our simulation tool to other 
complex mechanisms. Here we list three of the possible future developments to 
enhance the performance of our simulation tool in order to achieve the ultimate goal: 
A. Formulation of multiple contacts 
One factor of the accuracy of the simulation is the definition of coefficient of 
restitution used in the formulation of multiple contacts [7]. The modified Poisson's 
hypothesis was used in the formulation of P. Pfeiffer and Ch. docker 's approach. 
The Newton's coefficient of restitution was found to be inaccurate, but it is 
meaningful to implement the energetic coefficient of restitution in our simulation 
tool, to compare with the performance of the modified Poisson's hypothesis based 
simulation. The energetic coefficient of restitution was defined by Stronge [5], 
which is believed to be another reliable definition. 
B. Expand the applicability 
Our simulation tool is capable of handling designs consist of lines and circular arcs. 
The function of line-to-line contact collision and arc-to-line contact collision were 
implemented. The arc-to-arc contact maybe the next contact configuration to be 
implemented, to expand the scope of applicable mechanisms. The implementation of 
other geometries such as elliptic curves, or splines that commonly found in CAD 
design software, are the possible tasks for further development. 
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C. Improving the interface of the simulation 
Our simulation tool is developed on Matlab in order to employ the built-in efficient 
matrices calculation. Since it is now at the beginning stage of development, the 
simulation tool is not user-friendly. For example, variations of designs are 
inconvenient. New locations of points have to be recalculated and input by hand for 
each variation. The further task is to improve the interface of the simulation 
algorithm. The link-up between our simulation tool and common CAD design 
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